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This study analyzed the expressive writing of college students.  Twenty-two 

ADHD students and 22 controls were asked to write a story based on a picture story 

and a personal challenge.  The texts were compared based on several qualitative and 

quantitative parameters.  The results show that students in both groups presented 

similar text quality.  Out of six qualitative parameters only one was statistically different 

between the two groups: ADHD students performed worse in adequacy, but only in the 

picture task.  Students writings were also investigated using corpus based analysis.  

This analysis showed that ADHD students used less unusually frequent words in the 

picture story but more in the challenge task.  Taken together the findings indicate no 

significant difference in expressive writing between ADHD and non ADHD college 

students.  An explanation to this result is that college students with ADHD may have 

passed the filter of prior education.  
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BACKGROUND 

 Writing is an essential component of a student’s educational career and 

professional life.  In most colleges and universities, regardless of major, a graduating 

student is expected to have completed at least a year of composition courses.  For a 

minority of college students, such as learners with disabilities, a composition class can 

be an intimidating task or even a recurring struggle.  Several studies have demonstrated 

that children who have been diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD) present various academic difficulties.  For instance, Benedetto-Nasho and 

Tannock (1999) and Lucangeli and Cabrele (2006) found that children with ADHD 

experience mathematical challenges.  Difficulties in the area of reading with relation to 

ADHD have received plentiful attention by several authors.  One study found that 

children with ADHD showed difficulty in organizing and monitoring story recall, an 

important process in reading (Purvis & Tannock, 1997).  Although studies in the area of 

writing have been few, available studies agree in findings: children with ADHD produce 

shorter writing samples and simpler word choice, omit essential writing elements, and 

produce overall lower-quality writing pieces compared to control groups (Lienemann & 

Ried, 2008; Re, Pedron & Cornoldi, 2007; Resta & Eliot, 1994). 

A federal survey administered by the United States Government Accountability 

Office (GAO) in 2008 reported that approximately 11% of all postsecondary students 

had a disability.  More specifically, there was an increase in the number of students who 

had reported having ADHD, from 7% in 2000 to 19% in 2008.  ADHD is one of the most 

common neurobehavioral disorders of childhood and it classifies a person as having 

trouble paying attention, controlling impulsive behavior and being excessively active 
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(Faraone, 2002).  Prior studies have linked ADHD to developmental difficulties with the 

executive function (Parker & Boutelle, 2009, Barkley, 1997).  Wedlake (2002) explained 

that some of the responsibilities of the executive function include working memory, 

verbal learning, solving complex problems, and continuous attention maintenance.  

Reaser, Prevatt, Petscher and Proctor (2007) studied three groups of college students 

in a general academic setting identified as ADHD, LD and no disabilities.  The authors 

concluded that students with ADHD share study and learning strategies with their LD 

counterparts but they are more likely to be at risk for additional impairments specifically 

attributed to ADHD. 

Various studies have reported that children with ADHD have planning and 

organizational difficulties (Barkley, 1995, Cornoldi, Barbieri, Gaini & Zocchi, 1999).  Re, 

Peron & Cornoldi, (2007) argued that these difficulties may explain why ADHD children 

show difficulties in expressive writing.1  The authors also stated that it is predictable that 

a child with ADHD can produce many ideas, but because of their planning and 

organizational difficulties, they perform insufficiently in writing pieces that should be 

adequate and well organized.  Other research on the writing abilities of students with 

disabilities has found that the final writing pieces vary greatly from students without 

disabilities.  On measures of quality and quantity in expository and narrative writing, 

students with a learning disability lack skills in appropriately addressing the audience, 

organizing the text, developing rhetorical goals and adequately analyzing the topics 

                                            
1 According to Fulwiler (1986), expressive writing is similar to verbal communication but in text.  It is often 
composed of first-person pronouns and is generally characterized by an informal style and diction (p. 24).  
There are several processes to expressive writing: the planning phase, the production of ideas, idea 
organization, the transcription and the final revision of the essay (Burnett and Kastman, 1997; Hayes and 
Flower, 1980).  In addition to the above concepts, writing may also require expression of ideas and high 
degree of intricate cognitive procedures (Re, Caeran and Cornoldi, 2008). 
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(Graham and Harris, 1997).  Humphries, Koltun, Malone and Roberts (1994) found that 

boys with ADHD had more difficulties with receptive and expressive language.  It is 

common knowledge that ADHD is more prevalent in males than females; however at 

the college level it is believed that this number may be equal (DuPaul, Schaughency, 

Weyandt, Tripp, Kiesner, Ota & Stanish 2001). 

It is clear then that ADHD could pose a significant problem for college students, 

who must do a great deal of writing in classes.  This problem may be even more serious 

for English as Second Language (ESL) students who have ADHD (which is something I 

would like to look at in future research; however, before pursuing this question I first 

need to see whether college students in general with ADHD have difficulties with 

writing).  There are no prior studies on the prevalence and consequences of ADHD on 

the expressive writing skills of college students.  Therefore, in this paper I report on a 

study which I conducted to investigate whether college students with ADHD experience 

the same difficulties in expressive writing as do children with ADHD.  

ADHD students in college are at a higher risk for academic difficulties.  These 

difficulties may be linked with weakened organizational skills, deficit in study skills, 

deficits in executive function and other cognitive shortfalls (Weyandt & DuPaul, 2008).  

The authors stated that college level students with ADHD are at a higher risk for 

academic and psychological difficulties than their peers.  Heiligenstein, Guenther, Levy, 

Savino and Fulwiler (1999) have found that college level students with ADHD have 

significantly lower mean GPAs, report more academic problems and are more likely to 

be placed on academic probation that students who do not have this disorder.   
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This current research is important because while in primary and secondary 

grades students have access to intervention programs, at the college level these 

programs are limited.  Usually the only contact that college students have with programs 

are ones where they register with the disability resource center to receive additional 

assistance (e.g., extra testing time and access to a note-taker in the class room).  

Improving our understanding of the degree that ADHD may affect college students' 

writing, whether for English native speaker writers or ESL writers, can be a starting point 

to adopt training programs to assist this group of students to succeed academically.  In 

this study I examined whether native English speaker college students with ADHD 

suffer the same academic difficulties with expressive writing as do children with ADHD.   

Unfortunately, there is limited research in the area of ADHD and expressive 

writing.  The only study that I could find on this topic was performed by Re, Pedron and 

Cornoldi (2007).  The authors concluded that children in the ADHD group 

underperformed on the measured parameters compared to a control group.  I was also 

able to find a study by Gregg, Coleman, Stennet and Davis (2002) who examined the 

expository writing abilities of college students with ADHD, LD, ADHD+LD and a control 

group (expository writing, however, is not the same as expressive writing, which is what 

I intend to research here).  The authors used corpus based analysis (CBA) to study the 

co-occurrence of specific linguistic features in these groups of students.  To ascertain 

the writing difficulties of college students diagnosed with ADHD, I partially replicated Re 

et al. (2007) because of the experimental clarity and because this is the only published 

research on the relationship between expressive writing and ADHD. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most studies of writing difficulties for students with attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD) have focused on younger pupils.  As ADHD is usually diagnosed in 

children, schools may provide programs to reduce disruptive behavior and other 

behavioral symptoms associated with ADHD children (Re, Caeran & Cornoldi 2008).  

Barry, Lyman, and Klinger (2002) studied a group of ADHD children and non-ADHD 

children to measure the impact of ADHD symptom severity on academic achievement.  

They found that the severity level of ADHD was responsible for a significant portion of 

academic discrepancy scores, in all academic areas (reading, writing and mathematics), 

even after controlling for side effects related to the executive function.  They conclude 

that the more severe the ADHD symptoms the more their academic achievement may 

be impacted.  

ADHD affects many areas of study but I am interested in looking at the writing 

difficulties of college students with ADHD because it is a significant portion of their 

academic success and also because of the lack of research with this population.  

Studies of children with ADHD and writing have examined several different facets of 

writing.  One is writing productivity. Two studies of writing productivity found that 

children with ADHD physically write less than children without ADHD.  Resta and Eliot 

(1994) studied the performance of 32 students (21 boys with ADHD and 11 controls) 

between the ages of 8 and 13.  The authors’ results show that the students with ADHD 

were less productive and performed worse than the control by writing fewer words.  

Another study conducted by Ross, Poidevant and Miner (1995) examined 48 students 

with ADHD and 48 controls from first to fifth grades.  In 1 minute, the students were 
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required to write the numbers 0 to 9 and their first name as fast as possible.  The 

authors found that there was no difference between the two groups.  According to Re et 

al. (2007), the results in the Ross et al. (1995) study demonstrated that children with 

ADHD write less than control groups because they have a hard time with the text 

production process and not with writing fluency or speed.   

Various studies have also examined the final writing product of children with 

ADHD.  In addition to writing shorter and lower quality texts, this group of students often 

excludes fundamental essay elements (De La Paz, 2001, Reid & Lienemann, 2006).  

Re et al. (2007) agree that children with ADHD perform worse than controls in the area 

of writing.  They studied children from public schools in Catania, Italy and gave writing 

tasks from the Batteria per la Valutazione della Scrittura e della Competenza 

Ortografica nella Scula dell’ Obbligo (BVSCO; Battery for the Assessment of Writing 

Skills in 7- to 13- Year Old Children) developed by Tressoldi and Cornoldi (1991).  Re et 

al. (2007) administered the assessment test by providing the students with a set of 

images which formed a short story and another task in which the images were replaced 

by verbal descriptions.  In 10 minutes time, the students were required to write a piece 

about what was happening in the images or the verbal description of the images.  The 

assessments were rated by two independent elementary teachers who were familiar 

with expressive writing but were not the teachers of the students in the study.  The 

authors analyzed the results based on the following qualitative parameters: the 

accuracy of meeting the required task, idea organization, grammar, and vocabulary 

variety. The results were also scored on the following quantitative parameters: text 
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length, percentage of qualitative adjectives, word repetition (both calculated on the first 

50 words) and finally the percentage of subordinate clauses present in the text. 

The aspects of qualitative parameters in part considered by Re et al. (2007) are 

described as follows:  adequacy; sufficiency of the written text with respect to the 

requested tasks, theme richness; number of issues considered in the essay, structure; 

the organization of the written text, grammar; correct use of verb tenses, correct 

agreement between gender and number of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, spelling and 

punctuation; correct spelling and use of punctuation and lexicon; the quantity of different 

words used.  The quantitative parameters are in part defined by Re et al. (2007) as: 

essay length; the total number of words in the essay (including articles and function 

words), percentage of qualitative adjectives and percentage of repetition (both 

calculated on the first 50 words) and the percentage of subordinate clauses present in 

the text.  Re et al. (2007) found that children in the ADHD group underperformed on all 

areas compared to the control group.  They also noted that the ADHD group performed 

worse on the picture task than on the verbal prompt by using fewer adjectives and being 

more repetitive (Re et al., 2007).  Although ADHD students were found to have more 

trouble writing, they apparently can be helped to write better with the assistance of a 

guide scheme.2 

                                            
2 In a follow up study, Re et al. (2008) suggest a procedural facilitation of a guide scheme, during which 
the students are explicitly taught how to generate ideas and how to plan their expressions based on an 
organized structure.  Re et al. (2008) define a guide scheme as a number of boxes: one for the 
introduction, several for the body paragraphs and one for the conclusion.  The children were required to 
write down their ideas to create structure.  The authors provided 1 hour of training in the guide scheme, 
during which the children wrote a practice letter using the guide.  The results indicated that the ADHD 
students who received the training performed much better than the ADHD students who didn’t receive the 
training.  However both groups still unperformed in comparison to a control group without an ADHD 
diagnosis. 
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In order to examine the expressive writing difficulties of college students, I 

decided to follow the protocol of the Re et al. (2007) study. In this study I analyzed 

whether college students diagnosed with ADHD maintain difficulties when composing 

expressive writing pieces according to qualitative and quantitative parameters.  I 

therefore asked students with ADHD to compose writing pieces and I looked at those 

parameters to see whether college students with ADHD continue to have difficulties in 

expressive writing.  

As an additional way of analyzing the data from this experiment, I  used corpus-

based analysis (CBA). I was inspired by Gregg, Coleman, Stennet and Davis (2002) 

who looked at the expository writing of college students with ADHD.  Although this 

seems similar to what I wanted to study, expository writing differs from expressive 

writing by seeking to inform and clarify rather than communicate a personal experience 

or opinion.  Gregg et al. (2002) examined the co-occurrence of specific linguistic 

features in expository writing of college students with LD, LD and ADHD, ADHD only 

and controls.  The authors used CBA to observe the type/token ratios of writings in this 

student sample but no significant differences were found between the groups.  The 

authors also used CBA to identify the frequency of co-occurrences in 33 grammar 

categories and function of words in all student essays.  They concluded that students in 

four groups produced text using primarily similar factors and found no significant 

differences. 

I examined word repetition and keyness of words relative to a reference group by 

using AntConc as a corpus-based tool.  The purpose of keyness is to assert that a 

particular set of words are ‘key’ in certain data in relative comparison to a reference 
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corpus (Culpeper, 2009).  The keyness of a word is computed by the AntConc software 

using a programmed statistical measure.  For one of the quantitative parameters, I used 

CBA to construe word repetition based on type/token ratios (number of different words 

forms/number of total different words).  CBA has been used in prior literature to analyze 

written and spoken discourse in various contexts including students with and without 

disabilities (Biber, 1988, 1992, Biber, Conrad & Reppen, 1998, Gregg et al., 2002).  

As mentioned before, the only study which has been conducted with ADHD and 

expressive writing has been done with young children of elementary school age (Re, 

Pedron & Cornoldi, 2007).  The purpose of the current study is to understand how 

ADHD affects the expressive writing of older students, specifically college students.  Re 

et al. (2007) found that elementary students recognized as having ADHD showed 

significantly lower qualitative and quantitative parameters than a control group, but 

college students with ADHD may have passed the filter of prior education and only good 

students, or students with ADHD that have been able to succeed academically, will 

have proceeded with college education.   

      According to Glutting, Youngstrom & Watkins (2005):  

Students with ADHD who are enrolled in college are likely to have (a) higher 
ability levels, (b) greater academic success during primary and secondary 
school, and (c) better compensatory skills than individuals with ADHD from the 
general population. College students with ADHD also experience a different set 
of stressors than adults with the condition who do not seek postsecondary 
training. In particular, they must adapt to the academic challenges and demands 
that accompany a college education. Therefore, college students with ADHD may 
constitute a distinct subset of individuals with the disorder. (p. 44) 
   
This suggests that we should observe fewer students with ADHD in college than 

is found in the general population, and that those college students with ADHD may not 

experience abnormal learning difficulties.  The question, however, is open since no 
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previous studies have been conducted on college students with ADHD and expressive 

writing.  My research question therefore, is whether college students with ADHD will 

perform differently on the qualitative and quantitative parameters of writing in 

comparison to the control group. 
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METHOD 

Participants 

Two groups of college level students were randomly recruited to participate in the 

study.  Students with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) were recruited 

through the Office of Disability Accommodations (ODA) on campus.  Partakers had 

registered for services with the center and were recruited using their contact information 

on file.  They received a recruitment flier via their e-mail account from the ODA director, 

and were asked to respond to the e-mail address on the flier if interested.  Students 

from the ADHD group were compensated $15.00 at the end of the experiment.  

Participants in a control group were drafted from several classes within the 

College of Arts and Science at the same university.  In agreement with their instructors, 

students received extra credit towards their respective classes for their participation in 

the study.  The total ADHD student sample consisted of 22 participants (11 men and 11 

women, including 3 students with additional learning disabilities besides ADHD: 2 with 

dyslexia and 1 with sensory integration dysfunction).  The control group without an 

ADHD diagnosis consisted of 22 students (4 men and 18 women). Both groups of 

individuals were college level and had near-native English proficiency.  Near-native 

English proficiency was ascribed to students who had completed at least one college 

level English class.  All students were tested separately in a quiet room.  The 

participants in this study were students from a public university in Texas.  
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Procedures 

At the beginning of each assessment session, students were given a 

questionnaire asking for bio-information.  Next, students received a written prompt with 

the following topic:  “Think about a time when you faced a challenge.  Write a short story 

about that time, including how you dealt with the challenge and what its outcome was.  

Please write for ten minutes.”  The written prompt was different from the one used in Re 

et al. (2007) and was used to ensure that the topic was an age appropriate one for this 

level of student.  Each participant was provided 10 minutes to write about the given 

prompt (Re et al., 2007, had their young participants write about a sequence of images 

of a child playing with his dog).  Once the 10 minutes elapsed, the student was given a 

second prompt which was a sequence of pictures that form a short story (see Appendix 

A).  The picture story was intentionally selected for its age suitability for college 

students.  It meets the evaluation criteria of what makes a good picture story, as 

outlined by Rossiter, Derwing and Jones, (2008). Unlike the Re et al. (2007) study, 

students were given entirely different prompts for the written and picture prompts to 

ensure individual thought processing for each and reduce the amount of writing from 

memory referencing the prior prompt.   

Students also completed an intelligence test, the Slosson Intelligence Test 

Revised, Third edition for Children and Adult (SIT-R3) (Slosson, Nicholson & 

Hibpshman, 2005).  I used the SIT-R3 primarily to identify outliers in the sample for both 

groups and also to ensure that all participants were of average intelligence and weren’t 

mentally handicapped.  Slosson et al. (2005) intended the intelligence test to be a fast, 

yet valid and dependable way to examine intelligence.  The first revision of the Slosson 
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Intelligence Test, the SIT-R 1991, has high internal consistency coefficients, test–retest 

reliability (r = 0.96) and high concurrent validity that is comparable to the Stanford Binet: 

Fourth Edition (r = 0.92) (Kunen, Overstreet & Salles, 1996).  SIT-R Total Standard 

Score (TSS) correlated highest with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 

Revised (WISC-R) Verbal VIQ (r =.89) (Slosson et al., 2005).  

Regarding the development of the SIT-R the authors removed some test items 

which included traditional English units of measurements.  Conversion of these items to 

the metric unit wasn’t made because it could have distorted the meaning or their 

difficulty.  Various other test items were updated to mirror current prices and wages.  In 

addition, more than 600 new test questions were developed and tested for the revised 

version (Slosson et al., 2005).   

The SIT-R3 is a screening test aimed to measure verbal crystallized intelligence 

and was not intended or used to diagnose or treat ADHD symptoms in students.  I 

administered the test after receiving supervision from a licensed psychologist with prior 

experience with this and other similar tests.  In all, the testing took 1 hour 15 minutes for 

each participant.  

For independent ratings, 22 college students were asked to score the writing 

pieces according to a prepared rubric (see Appendix B). The rubric’s parameters were 

thoroughly defined and allowed for a maximum score of 5 for strong quality and a 

minimum score of 1 for weak quality writing in each of the 6 areas: adequacy, theme 

richness, structure, grammar, spelling and punctuation and lexicon.  To ascertain the 

interrater reliability of the scores, I counted how many raters diverged by more than 2 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wechsler_Intelligence_Scale_for_Children�
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points on the scale of 1-5.  I found that in 95.61% of the cases the raters provided a 

similar numerical score (the difference in score was less than 2). 

The readers were senior students in a technical editing class and had received 

training and had expertise in editing essays in various contexts.  Each essay was rated 

by four different students and then the scores were averaged (raw data can be found in 

Appendix C). 
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RESULTS 

Demographics 

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for the age, grade point 

average (GPA), IQ and IQ percentile of the students in the sample.  To evaluate 

students, I compared the means of these variables between the ADHD and control 

groups using a t-test.  As suggested by Larson-Hall (2009) I set an α=0.10 level as a 

threshold to test for statistically significant results from the test.  

Table 1 
 
Means and Standard Deviations of Participant Demographics for ADHD and Control 
Groups:  t-Test of Averages for Grade Point Average, IQ and IQ Percentile  
 

 

The IQ score and the IQ percentile were computed after receiving the raw scores 

from the assessment test.  The raw scores were used to calculate the IQ and IQ 

percentile using the SIT-R3 software available on the university campus where the 

study was held.  The results showed that the age and GPA were the only demographic 

variables that were statistically different between the two samples.  The ADHD group 

was, on average, slightly older than the control group, and the ADHD group had a lower 

GPA than the control group.  The statistical difference in GPA was expected given 

information in the literature review from Heiligenstein et al. (1999).  Importantly, IQ did 

Demographic ADHD Group   Control Group   t-Test Mean SD   Mean SD   

Age 27.05 8.09   22.00 3.46   -2.69 
(p = 0.01)

Grade Point Average 3.02 0.56   3.37 0.46   2.22 
(p = 0.03)

IQ 105.86 15.72   100.00 10.69   -1.45 
(p = 0.16)

Percentile (IQ) 60.45 31.11   49.73 22.76   -1.31 
(p = 0.20)
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not differ between groups, so I assumed that differences in IQ were not responsible for 

possible differences in writing ability.  

 

Qualitative Parameters 

Every reader evaluated four different students.  They used six qualitative 

parameters to assess student writing: adequacy, theme richness, structure, grammar, 

spelling and punctuation and lexicon.  Each scorer used a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 

indicated weak and 5 indicated strong quality writing.  Table 2A shows that using the 

average reader scores, the mean (standard deviation) of adequacy was 3.89 (0.76) for 

the ADHD group and 4.35 (0.52) for the control group in the picture task.  For the 

narrative task students were asked to write about a challenge they faced and what its 

outcome was (I refer to this as the challenge task).  I used the average reader scores 

for this task to compute the mean (standard deviation) of adequacy for the ADHD and 

the control groups which were 3.95 (0.75) and 4.13 (0.54), respectively. 

Table 2a 
 
Means and Standard Deviations of Six Parameters of Expressive Writing for ADHD and 
Control Groups (Using Reader Averages) 
 

Parameters 
Picture Story Task Challenge Task 

ADHD Control ADHD  Control 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD  Mean SD 

Adequacy 3.89 0.76 4.35 0.52 3.95 0.75  4.13 0.54
Theme Richness 3.65 0.72 3.91 0.66 3.65 0.61  3.76 0.45
Structure 3.50 0.61 3.59 0.46 3.47 0.48  3.66 0.59
Grammar 3.14 0.70 3.34 0.65 3.08 0.86  3.28 0.70
Spelling & Punctuation 3.03 0.81 3.25 0.72 2.94 0.73  3.19 0.90
Lexicon 3.38 0.79 3.20 0.49 3.20 0.61  3.36 0.64
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In Table 2B, I compared the mean rater scores between the picture task and 

narrative task (challenge task) in the ADHD and control groups.  The results showed 

that adequacy was the only qualitative variable that was statistically different between 

tasks in the two samples, and only for the picture story.  Re et al. (2007) defined 

adequacy as the sufficiency of the written text with respect to the requested tasks.  The 

t-test of differences in means, for the adequacy parameter, in the picture story was 2.38 

(p =0.02) and for the challenge task it was 0.86 (p =0.40).  The results indicated that 

students in the ADHD group performed worse than students in the control group on the 

adequacy parameters for the picture story task but did not significantly differ on the 

challenge task.  We can reject the null hypothesis that the means of adequacy are equal 

in the groups for the picture story task.  However we can’t reject that the adequacy is 

equal for the challenge task.  The Cohen's d effect sizes for these comparisons show 

that the effect for adequacy in the picture story is of medium size, while the other effects 

are very small.  

ADHD group averages for the 4 out of 5 remaining parameters in the picture 

story task were numerically lower than for students in the control group, but these 

differences were not statistically different.  Only lexicon was numerically higher in the 

picture story compared to the control group but again the difference was not statistically 

significant. When comparing the group averages for the challenge task, the results 

show that none of six parameters are statistically different between the ADHD and 

control groups.  Based on these outcomes we can’t reject the null hypothesis that the 
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means of theme richness, structure, grammar spelling and punctuation and lexicon are 

equal in the two groups.  

Table 2B 
 
Test of Difference in Reader Averages for Six Basic Parameters of Expressive Writing in 
Two Tasks for ADHD and Control Groups  
 

Parameters 
Picture Story Task Challenge Task 

(t-Test) (t-Test) 
[Cohen’s d] [Cohen’s d] 

Adequacy 
2.38 

(p = 0.02) 
0.86 

(p = 0.40) 
[d = -0.71] [d = -0.28] 

Theme Richness 
1.26 

(p = 0.21) 
1.27 

(p = 0.21) 
[d = -0.38] [d = -0.21] 

Structure 
0.56 

(p = 0.58) 
1.19 

(p = 0.24) 
[d = -0.17] [d = -0.35] 

Grammar 
1.00 

(p = 0.32) 
0.86 

(p = 0.39) 
[d = -0.30] [d = -0.26] 

Spelling & Punctuation 
0.93 

(p = 0.36) 
1.01 

(p = 0.32) 
[d = -0.29] [d = -0.31] 

Lexicon 
-0.86 

(p = 0.39) 
0.84 

(p = 0.40) 
[d = 0.27] [d = -0.26] 

 

Quantitative Parameters 

Table 3A presents the means and standard deviations for the following 

quantitative parameters: percentage of adjectives, percentage of repetitions and 

percentage of subordinate clauses.  I manually computed the percentage of adjectives 
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and subordinate clauses by counting the types of different adjective and subordinated 

clauses over the total number of adjectives and clauses, respectively.  Following Re et 

al. (2007) I computed the percentage of adjectives on the first 50 words on each text.  

The authors classify high percentages of adjectives to be associated with sophisticated 

and articulated text.  They present low percentage of repetition as an indication of 

satisfactory use of the lexicon.  Percentage of word repetition was computed using 

AntConc (corpus software) to extract the total ‘type’ of words and ‘tokens’ (total word 

count).  High percentage of subordinate clauses is linked to proper organization of ideas 

in the text.     

Table 3A 
 
Means and Standard Deviations of Percentages of Adjectives, Repetitions, and 
Subordinate Clauses for ADHD and Control Groups  
 

 

In Table 3B, I compared the means of these variables between the ADHD and 

Control groups using a t-test.  Although the mean percentage of repetition is higher for 

the ADHD group (0.65 for picture and 0.61 for challenge) than the control (0.62 for 

picture and 0.59 for challenge), the results indicated that none of the p-values of 

 % Adjectives  % Repetitions  % Subordinate 
Clauses 

Group Mean  SD  Mean  SD  Mean  SD 
  Picture Story Task  
ADHD 0.94  0.23  0.65  0.06  0.25  0.19 
Control 0.91  0.29  0.62  0.07  0.27  0.19 
    
  Challenge Task  
ADHD 0.90  0.30  0.61  0.06  0.23  0.14 
Control 0.85  0.32  0.59  0.05  0.21  0.16 
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difference in means were statistical at less than 0.10.  Based on these results I can infer 

that percentage of adjectives, repetitions and subordinate clauses were not impacted by 

group identity.  We can’t reject the null hypothesis that ADHD and control students are 

equal on quantitative parameters 

Table 3B 
 
Cohen’s d and t-Test of Percentages in Adjectives, Repetitions, and Subordinate 
Clauses for ADHD and Control Groups 
 

1Based on the first fifty words of the text  
 

Text Length  

Table 4 presents the means, ranges and standard deviations for the text length in 

the student sample.  I used the AntConc corpus software to compute the total number of 

words in each text. Re et al. (2007) characterize text length as being associated with 

richness of the ideational process.  I compared the mean texts lengths in the picture 

story task and the challenge task between the ADHD and control groups.  I used a t-test 

to find statistical differences between the two groups.  The test showed no statistically 

significant difference between the ADHD and control groups on text length.  For the 

picture story task, the t-test of difference using the means was 0.56 (p = 0.58, d = -0.06) 

and for the challenge task it was 0.92 (p = 0.36, d = -0.28). 

Task 
% Adjectives 1 % Repetitions % Subordinates 

(t-Test ) (t-Test ) (t-Test ) 
[Cohen’s d] [Cohen’s d] [Cohen’s d] 

Picture Story 
-0.34 

(p = 0.73) 
-1.37 

(p = 0.18) 
0.45 

(p = 0.66) 
[d = 0.11] [d = 0.46] [d = -0.11] 

Challenge 
-0.49 

(p = 0.63) 
-0.96 

(p = 0.34) 
-0.46 

(p = 0.65) 
[d = 0.16] [d = 0.36] [d = 0.13] 
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Table 4 
 
Means, Medians and Standard Deviations of Text Lengths for ADHD and Control 
Groups 
 

Task 
ADHD group Control group   

Mean SD Mean SD t-Test 
[Cohen’s d] 

Picture Story 170.00 47.80 173.00 50.77 
0.56 

(p = 0.58) 
[d = -0.06] 

Challenge 181.41 42.06 191.77 31.62 
0.92 

(p = 0.36) 
[d = -0.28] 

 
 

Although the average text length was lower for the ADHD groups (170 words for 

picture story task and 181 for challenge than the control group (173 words for picture 

and 191 for challenge task neither of the p-values of difference in means were less than 

the statistical threshold of p = 0.10.  From the presented results I can conclude that text 

length wasn’t affected by being part of either the ADHD group or the control group. We 

can’t reject the null hypothesis that the means and medians of text length are equal in 

both groups.  

 

Corpus Based Analysis 

To find the keyness of words in each task in the ADHD group relative to the 

control I used AntConc, a software program for analyzing corpus data.  I repeated this 

procedure using the ADHD group as a reference to discover word keyness in the control 

group.  As mentioned in the literature review, keyness is the presence of unusually 

frequent words in a data set relative to a reference data.  I used the AntConc software 

for its relative user friendliness and for its effectiveness with small scale corpora 
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(Anthony, 2004).  According to Anthony (2004), AntConc’s keyword option functions 

almost identical to the Key Words Tools in WordSmith Tools.  WordSmith Tools is one 

of the most popular software to process and analyze corpus data (Anthony, 2004).  

According to Tribble (2000) WordSmith Tools finds key words in the following manner: 

1. Frequency sorted wordlists are generated for a reference corpus (a collection 

that is larger than the individual text or collection of texts which will be studied), 

and for the research text or texts. 

2. Each word in the research text is compared with its equivalent in the reference 

text and the program makes judgement as to whether or not there is a 

statistically significant difference between the frequencies of the word in the 

different corpora. The statistical test evaluates the difference between counts per 

token and total words in each text and can be based either on a chi-square test 

for outstandingness or on a log-likelihood procedure. 

3. The wordlist for the research corpus is reordered in terms of the keyness of each 

word.  (p. 79–80) 

Table 5A presents keywords that are unusually frequent in the ADHD group 

relative to the control group in the picture story task.  It also shows keyness of words in 

the control group that are unusually frequent in the same task, using ADHD as a 

reference data.  Table 5B provides word keyness observations for the challenge task.  

In all the tables, data is provided in descending order of word keyness.  I only used the 

first 25 content words (nouns, verb, adjectives and adverbs), as those present a more 

in-depth knowledge of lexis compared to relatively frequently used function words which 

provide little lexical meaning. 
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Table 5A 
 
Positive Keywords for Picture Story Task for ADHD and Control Groups (in Descending Order of Keyness and Only 
Verbs, Nouns, Adjectives and Adverbs are Presented) 
 

ADHD Keyness – Picture Story Task Control Keyness – Picture Story Task 
Frequency Keyness Keyword Word Class  Frequency Keyness Keyword Word Class 

7 10.06 then adverb  8 10.694 wrong adjective 
13 7.251 found verb  16 9.125 dress noun 
5 7.186 son noun  5 6.684 left adjective 
4 5.749 carried verb  5 6.684 said verb 
4 5.749 living verb  5 6.684 taken verb 
4 5.749 need adverb  11 6.416 tie noun 
7 5.368 home noun  4 5.347 began verb 
7 5.368 new adjective  4 5.347 imagine verb 
7 5.368 things noun  4 5.347 yellow adjective 
3 4.311 father noun  37 5.021 suitcase noun 
3 4.311 getting verb  7 4.766 walked verb 
3 4.311 information noun  11 4.467 see verb 
3 4.311 Just adverb  22 4.029 not adverb 
3 4.311 long adjective  3 4.01 actually adverb 
3 4.311 shift noun  3 4.01 away adverb 
3 4.311 small adjective  3 4.01 continued verb 
3 4.311 tomorrow adverb  3 4.01 could verb 
3 4.311 ve (have) verb  3 4.01 do verb 
3 4.311 year noun  3 4.01 exact adjective 
9 3.448 there adverb  3 4.01 fixed verb 
7 3.199 been verb  3 4.01 gotten verb 
16 3.135 be verb  3 4.01 means verb 
5 3.116 good adjective  3 4.01 meet verb 
5 3.116 mom noun  3 4.01 pulled verb 
5 3.116 wanted verb  3 4.01 saw verb 
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Table 5B 
 
Positive Keywords for the Challenge Task for ADHD and Control Groups (on Descending Order of Keyness and Only 
Verbs, Nouns, Adjectives and Adverbs are Presented) 
 

ADHD Keyness – Challenge Task Control Keyness – Challenge Task 
Frequency Keyness Keyword Word Class  Frequency Keyness Keyword Word Class 

8 11.541 cast noun  11 14.647 brother noun 
8 11.541 Chinese adjective  8 10.652 members noun 
8 11.541 living verb  8 10.652 organization noun 
7 10.098 degree noun  7 9.321 art noun 
7 10.098 run verb  10 8.056 best adjective 
6 8.656 plan noun  6 7.989 math noun  
9 7.813 day noun  5 6.658 might verb 
5 7.213 order verb  4 5.326 big adjective 
5 7.213 son noun  4 5.326 dog noun 
4 5.77 engineering noun  4 5.326 gave verb 
4 5.77 Feet noun  4 5.326 squad noun 
4 5.77 full adjective  4 5.326 students noun 
4 5.77 mile noun  4 5.326 teacher noun 
7 5.402 find verb  4 5.326 wrong adjective 
7 5.402 study verb  22 4.926 time noun 
11 5.315 just adverb  7 4.735 doing verb 
9 5.216 way noun  7 4.735 help noun 
10 4.375 then adverb  9 4.438 friends noun 
3 4.328 busy adjective  3 3.995 animation noun  
3 4.328 cave noun  3 3.995 band noun 
3 4.328 city noun  3 3.995 burned verb 
3 4.328 communication noun  3 3.995 cage noun 
3 4.328 current adjective  3 3.995 care verb 
3 4.328 deep adjective  3 3.995 college noun 
3 4.328 difficulty noun  3 3.995 computer noun 
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Table 5C presents the means and standard deviations of word keyness in each 

task per group.  For the picture story task, the observations demonstrated that, relative 

to the control group, the ADHD group presented a lower mean (4.80) of unusually 

frequent words.  This may suggest that the ADHD student writings were more 

descriptive and that these students were able to more concretely create a story based 

on pictures.  The control group presents a greater mean (5.15) of unusually frequent 

words in the picture story task, which may indicate that this group was less imaginative 

with their stories and provided little richness to the theme. 

For the challenge task, the ADHD group demonstrated a higher mean (6.59) of 

unusually frequent words, which may signify that this group was less descriptive with 

their stories.  The control group showed a lower mean (6.08) of unusually frequent 

words which may be attributed to a more task specific writing. 

It is interesting that the exact opposite results were found between groups in the 

picture task and in the challenge task.  A future study, with larger corpora may look 

more closely at the specific differences between these groups.  Comparing actual 

keywords, I find that in the picture story task both groups utilize more verbs in their 

stories than in the challenge task.  Words like carried, living and getting are used by the 

ADHD group and the words taken, imagine and walked are used by the controls.  This 

can be attributed to the nature of the picture story which involved a sequence of photos 

where each image described an event (see Appendix A).  According to Kersten and 

Earles (2004) verbs are difficult to remember because their meanings differ more in 

various context than the meaning of nouns.  I found that more verbs were being used in 
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the picture story task, a more restricted environment for the writer and consequently a 

more controlled semantic context. 

In the challenge task, I observed a more frequent use of nouns by both groups, in 

comparison to the picture task.  This may indicate that due to nature of the prompt 

where they had to write a short story about a challenge, students were in a less 

controlled semantic environment and thus were using more readily available vocabulary 

from memory which were primarily nouns. 

Table 5C  

Means and Standard Deviations of Keyness in ADHD and Control Group 

Task 
ADHD Group   Control Group 

Mean  SD   Mean  SD 

Picture Story   4.80  1.60   5.15  1.74 

Challenge  6.59  2.54   6.08  2.71 
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DISCUSSION 

In this research the topic of study was whether college students with attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) experience the same difficulties in expressive 

writing as do children with ADHD.  A group of college level ADHD students were 

compared to a control group.  Students were tested on six qualitative parameters and 

four quantitative parameters in a picture story task and a narrative task.  Each text was 

scored by multiple raters on a 1-5 scale.  I also used corpus based analysis to look at 

word keyness in each group per task.   

The findings show that although the students in the ADHD group were older and 

had lower grade point average (GPAs) than the control group, they showed similar IQ 

scores, indicating that IQ score was not responsible for difference in writing.  Students 

in the ADHD group performed equally on almost all six qualitative parameters in 

comparison to controls.  Adequacy was the lone variable that showed a statistical 

difference in means between the ADHD group and controls, in which ADHD performed 

worse.  Thus I can conclude that these college students with ADHD don’t have the 

same types of problems in expressive writing that younger children with ADHD do. 

Student writings were also evaluated on quantitative parameters: percentage of 

adjectives, repetitions and subordinate clauses.  Re et al. (2007) classify high 

percentages of adjectives as an association with sophisticated and articulated text.  Low 

percentage of repetition is an indication of satisfactory use of the lexicon and high 

percentage of subordinate clauses is linked to proper organization of ideas in the text.  

Using t-tests, I wasn’t able to find a significant difference between these parameters.  

Thus my results may imply that student writings were not particularly sophisticated or 
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well organized.  The insignificance of word repetition within the ADHD and control 

groups shows that the stories didn’t have adequate lexicon use.  Considering 

there was no statistical difference between the two groups, I can infer that all students 

produced similar quality text. 

The results of corpus based analysis in the picture task showed that the ADHD 

group had a lower mean of unusually frequent words than the control group.  However, 

on the challenge task the ADHD group had a higher mean of unusually frequent words 

in comparison to controls.  Based on these results I can infer that college students with 

ADHD may be more imaginative and demonstrate more concrete and task specific 

writing then students without ADHD when describing a picture story.  However, when 

following a written prompt (challenge task) ADHD students are less creative and provide 

little richness to the theme.  It is interesting that the exact opposite results were found 

between groups in the picture task and in the challenge task. These findings might show 

that the ADHD group is more visual and prefers more concrete tasks, which they can 

organize better, rather than broad prompts. 

I also compared the ADHD and control groups based on actual keywords.  The 

results showed that in the picture story task both groups utilized more verbs.  In the 

challenge task, I observed a more frequent use of nouns, by both groups.  This may 

indicate that due to the nature of the prompt, in more restricted or less restricted 

semantic contexts, students used words that were readily available to them based on 

ease of memory.  This discussion should be taken with caution due to the small sample.  

A future study, with larger corpora may look more closely at the specific differences 

between these groups. 
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The findings in this study suggest that there are no significant differences 

between the ADHD and control groups on the qualitative and quantitative parameters of 

expressive writing.  A potential explanation for this may be that college student with 

ADHD have passed the filter of prior education and only good students proceed with 

college education.  More studies with larger samples are needed to further our 

knowledge about the affects of ADHD on college writing.  However, my study has 

significantly contributed to increasing our knowledge about an area that has not been 

studied at all, that of the relationship between ADHD and expressive writing in college 

students.  For future research, I would like to study whether ESL students with ADHD 

are similar to native English speaking college students with ADHD in this regard. 
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APPENDIX A 

PICTURE STORY
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Imagine that you are one of the characters in this story. Write a short story describing the following scenes to a 

friend.  
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APPENDIX B 

RUBRIC 
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 5 -Strong 4- Moderately Strong 3 - Average 2- Moderately weak 1 - Weak SCORE 

Adequacy 

 

*strong focus on 

the requested 

topic is clear and 

definite. 

*mostly strong focus on 

the requested topic 

 

*generally focused 

on the requested 

topic 

 

*sometimes strays from 

the requested topic 

 

*poorly focused on the 

requested topic 

 

 

Theme 

richness 

 

*“paints a 

picture” for the 

reader 

*clear ideas are 

well-supported 

with interesting 

and vivid details 

*still creates clear 

images for the reader 

*ideas are mostly well 

supported with 

interesting details.  

 

*creates some clear 

images for the 

reader 

*ideas are 

somewhat 

supported with 

details 

*ideas are not well-

developed 

*more details are 

needed 

 

*ideas are unclear 

*very few details are 

given 

 

 

Structure 

 

*the organization 

makes the 

writing enjoyable 

and easy to 

read. 

 

*the writing is easy to 

follow.                           

*It is well organized, with 

a clear beginning, 

middle, and ending.           

*transitions are used 

well. 

*usually easy to 

follow                      

*some lapses in 

organization               

*some transitions 

*difficult to follow              

*poor organization            

*few transitions               

 

*the writing is very hard 

or impossible to follow      

*there is a lack of 

organization and 

structure to the story.      

 

Grammar *the writing is *a couple errors in *few errors in *errors in grammar and *many errors in  
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 free of grammar 

errors   

*0 errors 

grammar and usage          

*1-2 errors 

grammar and usage  

*3-4 errors 

usage sometimes make 

understanding difficult      

*5-6 errors 

grammar and usage 

make the writing  hard 

or impossible to read.       

*6 or more errors 

Spelling  &     

Punctuation 

 

*the writing is 

free of spelling 

and punctuation 

errors.                   

*0 errors 

*a couple minor errors in 

spelling and punctuation   

*1-2 

*few errors in 

spelling and 

punctuation                

*3-4 errors 

 

*errors in spelling and 

punctuation sometime 

make understanding 

difficult                              

*5-6 errors 

*many errors in spelling 

and punctuation make 

the writing confusing 

and hard to read.              

*6 or more errors 

 

Lexicon 

 

*precise, vivid 

and interesting 

word choices 

*wide variety of 

word choices 

 

*specific nouns and 

strong verbs are used. 

Modifiers are needed to 

create a clearer picture. 

 

*fairly precise, 

interesting, and 

somewhat varied 

word choices 

*wording could be 

more specific 

*word choice is informal 

and more common in 

spoken language  

*wording is sometimes 

repetitive 

*general and overused 

words do not create a 

clear picture. 

*word choice has not 

been considered or it is 

very limited   

*wording is bland and 

not descriptive 
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APPENDIX C 

INDEPENDENT READER SCORES – RAW DATA
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Doc. # Coder # Adequacy Theme Richness Structure Grammar Spel & Punct Lexicon 
ADHD group – Picture Story Task 

A1 44 5 3 4 3 3 2 
A1 53 4 4 3 2 1 3 
A1 49 5 5 4 4 4 3 
A1 51 5 4 5 5 5 3 

A10 39 5 5 5 5 5 3 
A10 45 3 3 4 5 5 5 
A10 58 1 1 1 2 2 1 
A10 59 3 3 3 5 4 3 

A11 39 5 4 4 4 3 3 
A11 45 4 4 4 4 2 4 
A11 58 4 4 3 2 3 5 
A11 59 2 1 2 2 2 2 

A12 39 5 5 5 4 3 4 
A12 45 5 5 5 4 4 5 
A12 58 4 3 3 2 2 3 
A12 59 2 1 1 1 1 2 

A13 36 5 4 5 5 1 5 
A13 40 4 3 4 2 2 2 
A13 41 2 2 2 2 1 2 
A13 42 4 3 3 1 1 3 

A14 36 4 3 2 3 3 2 
A14 40 5 5 4 4 4 5 
A14 41 3 4 3 3 3 3 
A14 42 4 3 3 2 1 2 

A15 36 5 1 2 1 1 2 
A15 40 4 3 4 3 3 2 
A15 41 3 2 2 3 4 2 
A15 42 3 2 2 1 1 1 

A16 36 5 5 5 5 4 5 
A16 40 5 5 5 5 4 5 
A16 41 4 4 4 4 4 4 
A16 42 5 4 4 3 2 5 

A17 43 4 4 3 2 3 3 
A17 33 5 4 5 3 4 3 
A17 32 5 4 4 3 3 5 
A17 34 5 3 3 3 3 2 

A18 43 2 3 3 2 1 2 
A18 33 4 4 3 4 4 4 
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A18 32 4 3 3 3 3 3 
A18 34 1 3 3 3 3 4 

A19 43 3 3 3 1 1 2 
A19 33 4 5 4 2 3 5 
A19 32 4 3 2 1 1 2 
A19 34 4 4 2 2 1 3 

A2 44 5 3 3 4 3 3 
A2 53 4 3 3 2 1 2 
A2 49 5 5 4 4 4 3 
A2 51 5 5 5 5 5 5 

A20 43 1 2 4 4 4 3 
A20 33 2 3 4 4 4 5 
A20 32 4 4 3 3 3 4 
A20 34 3 2 2 2 2 3 

A21 54 5 5 4 4 4 3 
A21 46 4 3 3 2 2 3 
A21 1 4 3 4 3 3 3 
A21 57 4 3 3 3 3 3 

A22 54 5 5 4 4 4 5 
A22 46 5 5 5 4 4 5 
A22 1 2 4 2 3 4 4 
A22 57 5 4 4 4 4 4 

A3 44 4 2 2 3 3 4 
A3 53 3 2 3 3 3 3 
A3 49 5 3 4 4 4 4 
A3 51 5 5 5 4 4 5 

A4 44 2 3 2 1 1 2 
A4 53 4 4 3 3 2 2 
A4 49 4 4 3 3 2 2 
A4 51 3 5 4 4 4 2 

A5 54 4 5 4 3 5 5 
A5 46 4 5 5 5 5 5 
A5 52 4 4 3 3 3 4 
A5 55 5 5 5 4 4 5 

A6 54 4 3 3 2 3 4 
A6 46 2 3 2 3 3 2 
A6 52 3 3 2 3 3 3 
A6 55 2 2 2 2 1 1 

A7 54 5 5 5 4 5 5 
A7 46 5 5 4 4 4 4 
A7 52 4 3 4 4 4 3 
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A7 55 5 5 5 4 4 5 

A8 54 3 5 5 2 4 4 
A8 46 1 3 2 2 2 2 
A8 52 3 5 5 3 3 4 
A8 55 4 5 4 4 4 4 

A9 39 5 5 5 4 3 4 
A9 45 5 5 5 4 5 5 
A9 58 4 3 3 2 3 3 
A9 59 5 4 4 4 4 4 

ADHD group - Challenge Task 

D1 44 3 2 2 3 1 2 
D1 53 5 4 4 2 1 2 
D1 49 5 4 4 4 3 3 
D1 51 5 5 5 3 4 5 

D10 39 4 4 5 5 5 4 
D10 45 2 3 2 5 5 4 
D10 58 2 3 3 5 4 5 
D10 59 3 3 4 5 4 3 

D11 39 5 4 5 5 3 5 
D11 45 4 5 5 5 4 5 
D11 58 3 3 3 3 4 4 
D11 59 3 3 3 4 2 3 

D12 39 3 4 3 3 3 3 
D12 45 4 4 4 3 4 4 
D12 58 3 2 3 3 3 4 
D12 59 2 2 2 1 1 1 

D13 36 4 3 4 3 2 3 
D13 40 4 3 4 2 2 3 
D13 41 4 3 2 1 1 2 
D13 42 4 2 3 1 1 2 

D14 36 5 5 5 4 4 5 
D14 40 3 3 3 3 3 5 
D14 41 3 4 3 4 4 4 
D14 42 2 3 3 2 2 3 

D15 36 5 3 4 4 4 4 
D15 40 5 4 5 3 3 3 
D15 41 4 3 3 2 1 2 
D15 42 4 3 3 1 1 3 

D16 36 5 5 4 3 5 5 
D16 40 5 4 4 4 4 4 
D16 41 4 4 4 3 3 4 
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D16 42 5 4 4 2 1 3 

D17 43 5 5 4 2 2 4 
D17 33 5 5 5 4 4 5 
D17 32 5 4 3 3 3 3 
D17 34 5 4 3 3 3 4 

D18 43 2 3 2 2 1 2 
D18 33 3 4 3 4 4 3 
D18 32 3 2 2 2 3 2 
D18 34 2 3 2 3 3 3 

D19 43 5 4 4 1 1 3 
D19 33 5 5 5 2 3 4 
D19 32 5 4 3 1 1 3 
D19 34 4 4 4 2 1 4 

D2 44 3 3 2 3 2 2 
D2 53 3 3 3 2 3 2 
D2 49 5 4 4 4 4 2 
D2 51 5 5 5 4 4 5 

D20 43 4 4 4 1 2 3 
D20 33 5 4 4 4 4 3 
D20 32 4 3 2 3 4 2 
D20 34 4 3 3 3 2 4 

D21 54 4 4 4 3 3 3 
D21 46 4 3 2 2 2 2 
D21 1 4 3 3 2 2 3 
D21 57 4 5 3 3 3 4 

D22 54 4 4 4 4 4 4 
D22 46 4 3 3 3 3 2 
D22 1 5 3 4 3 3 3 
D22 57 5 4 4 3 4 3 

D3 44 5 4 4 5 3 3 
D3 53 4 4 4 4 4 3 
D3 49 5 4 4 4 4 3 
D3 51 5 5 5 5 4 5 

D4 44 3 2 3 3 1 2 
D4 53 3 3 3 3 3 2 
D4 49 5 4 3 3 3 2 
D4 51 5 3 5 4 4 4 

D5 54 3 2 4 4 4 3 
D5 46 3 1 3 4 4 2 
D5 52 2 2 2 4 4 2 
D5 55 4 4 4 3 4 3 
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D6 54 5 5 4 5 4 4 
D6 46 4 3 1 1 1 1 
D6 52 5 5 4 4 4 4 
D6 55 5 5 4 4 4 5 

D7 54 3 4 4 3 4 4 
D7 46 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D7 52 3 4 3 3 3 3 
D7 55 5 5 4 3 3 4 

D8 54 5 3 4 2 3 2 
D8 46 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D8 52 5 4 3 2 2 3 
D8 55 3 3 3 3 3 3 

D9 39 5 4 4 4 4 3 
D9 45 5 5 5 5 4 4 
D9 58 4 4 3 3 3 4 
D9 59 4 3 4 4 3 3 

Control Group - Picture Story Task  

C1 54 5 5 3 2 2 3 
C1 46 5 4 4 1 2 3 
C1 1 5 3 4 1 1 3 
C1 57 4 4 4 2 2 3 

C10 51 5 5 5 5 4 5 
C10 55 4 4 4 3 3 3 
C10 32 5 3 3 3 3 3 
C10 52 5 5 4 3 3 3 

C11 59 4 4 4 5 4 4 
C11 40 5 3 4 4 4 3 
C11 34 5 3 4 5 4 3 
C11 36 4 4 3 4 4 5 

C12 34 3 4 3 4 3 3 
C12 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 
C12 3 4 5 4 3 4 4 
C12 4 5 3 4 3 4 2 

C13 59 1 2 3 3 4 2 
C13 40 2 4 2 4 4 4 
C13 34 3 5 3 4 4 2 
C13 36 4 3 3 3 4 3 

C14 59 3 3 3 3 2 3 
C14 40 4 4 3 3 3 3 
C14 34 4 3 3 4 4 2 
C14 36 5 4 4 3 5 4 
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C15 41 3 5 3 2 3 4 
C15 53 5 5 4 2 2 3 
C15 45 5 4 5 4 4 5 
C15 43 4 4 4 3 3 4 

C16 41 3 3 3 3 4 3 
C16 53 5 4 4 4 2 3 
C16 45 5 5 5 4 4 4 
C16 43 5 4 4 3 3 4 

C17 41 3 3 3 3 4 3 
C17 53 4 4 4 3 3 2 
C17 45 4 4 4 4 3 3 
C17 43 5 5 4 4 3 4 

C18 41 4 4 4 3 4 4 
C18 53 5 5 4 4 3 4 
C18 45 5 5 5 4 3 2 
C18 43 5 5 4 3 2 2 

C19 42 4 3 3 3 3 2 
C19 47 5 4 4 4 3 4 
C19 44 4 2 2 2 4 2 
C19 34 5 3 3 4 3 3 

C2 54 4 4 3 3 3 3 
C2 46 5 5 5 4 4 4 
C2 1 4 3 3 3 3 3 
C2 57 4 4 4 2 2 3 

C20 42 2 4 3 2 2 2 
C20 47 5 5 3 2 3 4 
C20 44 5 3 3 4 3 2 
C20 34 5 4 4 3 1 3 

C21 42 4 1 3 3 2 1 
C21 47 5 3 4 5 4 4 
C21 44 5 3 3 4 3 3 
C21 34 5 1 3 4 1 2 

C22 42 4 3 3 2 1 3 
C22 47 5 5 4 2 1 4 
C22 44 4 4 2 1 1 3 
C22 34 4 4 3 3 3 3 

C3 1 4 4 3 2 2 3 
C3 49 5 5 4 5 5 2 
C3 33 3 4 2 3 4 2 
C3 58 5 4 3 4 4 3 

C4 1 4 4 4 3 3 3 
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C4 49 5 3 3 4 3 3 
C4 33 5 5 3 5 4 3 
C4 58 4 4 3 3 3 3 

C5 1 4 4 3 4 4 4 
C5 49 5 4 4 3 3 4 
C5 33 5 5 5 3 4 3 
C5 58 4 3 3 3 3 4 

C6 1 5 4 4 4 4 4 
C6 49 5 4 3 3 4 4 
C6 33 5 5 4 3 4 3 
C6 58 3 3 4 4 4 4 

C7 51 5 5 5 5 5 5 
C7 55 5 5 5 4 5 5 
C7 32 5 5 4 3 3 3 
C7 52 5 5 4 4 4 4 

C8 51 5 5 3 4 5 4 
C8 55 5 5 4 3 3 4 
C8 32 5 4 5 4 4 3 
C8 52 5 5 4 4 4 3 

C9 51 5 4 5 5 4 4 
C9 55 3 3 3 3 3 3 
C9 32 5 3 3 4 4 2 
C9 52 3 2 2 3 3 2 

Control Group - Challenge Task  

O1 54 4 4 3 2 2 3 
O1 46 3 3 2 1 1 1 
O1 1 3 3 3 2 2 2 
O1 57 4 4 3 3 3 3 

O10 51 5 5 5 4 5 5 
O10 55 5 5 4 3 3 4 
O10 32 4 3 3 4 4 3 
O10 52 3 3 3 3 3 3 

O11 59 4 4 4 3 2 3 
O11 40 5 4 3 3 3 3 
O11 34 4 3 3 4 3 3 
O11 36 5 5 5 4 4 4 

O12 59 3 4 4 4 3 3 
O12 40 4 3 3 3 3 2 
O12 34 5 3 4 3 3 3 
O12 36 5 5 5 4 5 5 

O13 59 1 1 1 3 2 3 
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O13 40 2 3 2 3 3 3 
O13 34 4 5 5 5 4 3 
O13 36 5 5 5 4 4 5 

O14 59 4 4 3 4 3 3 
O14 40 4 3 3 3 4 4 
O14 34 3 4 3 4 3 3 
O14 36 5 5 5 4 4 5 

O15 41 3 3 3 2 3 3 
O15 53 4 3 3 3 3 3 
O15 45 4 3 3 4 4 1 
O15 43 5 5 5 3 3 4 

O16 41 3 3 3 4 4 3 
O16 53 3 4 4 3 4 3 
O16 45 5 4 5 4 5 5 
O16 43 5 4 4 3 3 4 

O17 41 4 3 4 2 3 3 
O17 53 4 4 4 3 3 3 
O17 45 4 4 4 3 3 4 
O17 43 5 5 5 3 3 4 

O18 41 3 3 3 4 4 3 
O18 53 4 4 3 3 3 3 
O18 45 5 4 5 5 4 4 
O18 43 5 4 5 3 3 3 

O19 42 5 3 3 2 2 3 
O19 47 5 3 3 3 2 2 
O19 44 5 4 4 4 1 2 
O19 34 4 3 4 3 1 2 

O2 54 3 4 3 3 3 2 
O2 46 2 2 2 1 1 2 
O2 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 
O2 57 4 4 4 4 3 4 

O20 42 3 3 2 2 1 3 
O20 47 5 3 2 2 3 3 
O20 44 5 3 3 3 1 2 
O20 34 4 3 3 2 2 3 

O21 42 5 4 4 2 2 4 
O21 47 5 4 3 3 2 3 
O21 44 5 5 4 3 3 4 
O21 34 3 4 3 2 2 4 

O22 42 4 3 3 2 1 3 
O22 47 5 3 3 1 3 2 
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O22 44 4 3 3 2 1 2 
O22 34 3 3 2 2 2 4 

O3 1 5 4 5 4 5 3 
O3 49 5 3 5 4 3 3 
O3 33 5 5 5 4 5 5 
O3 58 5 4 4 4 4 4 

O4 1 3 4 4 4 4 5 
O4 49 5 3 3 4 4 4 
O4 33 5 5 5 4 4 5 
O4 58 4 4 3 3 4 3 

O5 1 4 4 5 5 5 4 
O5 49 5 5 4 4 4 5 
O5 33 5 4 4 4 5 5 
O5 58 4 5 4 3 4 4 

O6 1 5 4 5 5 5 4 
O6 49 5 3 4 4 4 4 
O6 33 5 4 4 3 3 4 
O6 58 4 3 3 3 4 4 

O7 51 5 5 5 5 5 5 
O7 55 5 5 5 4 4 5 
O7 32 4 3 3 3 2 3 
O7 52 5 5 4 3 2 3 

O8 51 3 5 5 5 5 4 
O8 55 5 5 5 4 4 5 
O8 32 4 3 3 4 4 2 
O8 52 2 4 4 4 4 3 

O9 51 4 5 5 5 5 5 
O9 55 4 4 4 3 3 3 
O9 32 4 3 3 4 4 3 
O9 52 2 3 2 3 3 2 
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APPENDIX D 

STUDENT WRITING SAMPLES
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ADHD Group – Picture Story Task 

One day two business workers, one on the way to their office before an out of 

town trip and the other on the way to a hotel in this newly visited city, ran into one other 

on the street. Literally. As their suitcases in hand went flying, the two business workers, 

a woman and a man, also tumbled to the ground. After saying their apologies and 

laughing about the incident, the man and the woman picked up what they assumed to 

be one another's proper suitcase and went on their seperate ways, to their destinations. 

When the man arrived in his hotel and the woman arrived to her office, they discovered 

that their suitcases had accidently been switched! The woman found the man's ties, 

while The man found the woman's nighties! So, as you can immagine, the two found 

each others contact information in time to, again, make the big switch before the woman 

would be leaving to go out of town. When they met up again, they realized that some 

things happen for a reason, and decided to have lunch together. After this, were a 

series of planned meetings, that led to a long distance relationship, that led to the two 

business people moving to live in the city, where they got married! And that is how I met 

your father. 
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I had to take a business trip to New York. After my flight landed, I was walking to the 

motel. Just as I was turning the corner to the motel, a man was leaving the motel at the 

same time. He and I ran right into each other, we hit our heads together really hard. I 

saw stars for a few seconds, and I think he did too. Anyway, after we got ourseleves 

back together and were ready to walk off, we grabbed our luggage, apologized to each 

other and went on our way. When I got to the motel, I got checked in, and went up to my 

room. I thought I'll take a shower put on something more comfortable and relax. Just as 

I opened my suitcase, I realized something was wrong. There was a neck tie, and men's 

clothing! This was obviously not my bag. I think the man I ran into at the corner has my 

bag! We must have switched bags after we ran into each other at the corner. I obviously 

can't wear his clothes, and I'm sure he doesn't want 
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Hastily rushing down main street Joan turned the corner and collided into a man. After 

composing themselves and gathering their suitcases Joan apologized for not being 

cautious, explaining she was late for a meeting. The man, noticing Joan carried the 

same style suitcase complimented her on her immepecable taste in style. Joan added 

that it is her favorite bag. Joan quickly departed to get to her meeting, where she 

opened her suitcase to discover she had picked up the man's suitcase. 
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There I was in my office building. I was getting ready to go home after a stressful day of 

work. See my boss yelled at me for his error on the merger with Big Bus Inc. He just 

didn't want to look bad so he choice me to yell at. Well I digress. I pack my bag and it 

had a spare change of cloths in it. Just incase I spilt coffee and I had to do a 

presintation. I go down the slow elevator to the first floor.  

Man it took forever, I realy wanted to get home. The door open and I rushed out. I went 

out the door took a right. I was realy ready to get home. I took a right around this 

courner and smack, Right into this Yellow Jacket Lady. It was such a hard hit either of 

us could have been in a coma.  

Well I came to my senses and woke up. It apeared she did the same. I put on my 

glasses and appologized, "sorry, I was in to much 
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Monday morning, business trip to Phoenix. How could those bastards expect us 

to wear a jacket and tie in this heat? The meeting is only a few blocks over, and I 

seriously considered taking a cab, but there are none available that would get me there 

on time. So now I'm walking with my heavy luggage and full dark wool suit to a meeting 

that I am now late for, drenched in sweat.  

Just what I need, to bump into an equally irate business traveller with an identical 

suitcase. What are the odds? Maybe it would be a good idea to open up our suitcases 

and check the contents. I would hate to get back to my hotel and find that I'd fallen for 

the old switch-a-roo. I'd have a bunch of ladies' unmentionables and she might find my 

Maxim magazine stash. How embarrassing would that be? Even worse, I could fall 

victim to a terrorist attack. Fox news was just telling me how I can never be too scared.  

 What do you know, that's exactly what happened. 
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I'm loving the city so far. Thank you for lending me your apartment over vacation. It's 

really cut down on expenses and allowed me to enjoy more shows and museums while 

I'm here. There was a slight mix-up on the way from the airport and you've unknowingly 

lent me more than a key this week. Now had the airline lost my luggage it could have 

been dealt with fairly quickly. However, something a bit more more odd has occurred. I 

literally ran into a man while we were walking around a corner and in a freak accident 

(that could only occur by my hands) we swapped our identically suitcases. I've found 

use for some of the items he was carrying, but neither of us packed identification in our 

luggage. Since there is no way of retrieving our clothes from each other (I doubt I'll see 

him again in a city this size.) I've borred some of your apparel in the meantime. 
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It's daytime in the city. A young bespectacled man in a heavy suit is on his way to 

a hotel. A woman on her way to the office is turning the corner of the building just as the 

man does. The two collide, bumping heads and dropping their identical suitcases on the 

sidewalk. The man fishes around for his glasses, the woman holds her ankle. They 

come to their feet and compose themselves, pickup their respective suitcases, 

apologize politely and go their seperate ways. When the man reaches his hotel room 

and begins to unpack he finds that he has the woman's suitcase and is slightly 

embarrassed to find her negligé within. The woman, meanwhile, is exasperated to find 

the man's clothes in her suitcase. 
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The hustle and bustle of a city filled with so many people seems like the perfect 

place to find the man of one's dreams. Someone sophisticated, successful, & posseses 

many of the qualities any women would be glad to have in a man. However to MaryAnn 

she was discouraged and wanted to give up hope on ever finding a decent companion. 

One day to her surprise the strangest thing happened. It was another busy day in 

the busy city but somehow out of no where she runs straight into a man causing both of 

them to fall to the ground. Shaking her head as profane words swirl in her mind she 

struggles to get up. Apologizing she looks the man straight in the eyes and realizes how 

handsome he is. She's so caught up in him she doesn't hear him speak but rather just 

see's his mouth moving as she continues to gaze at his face. Shaking her head and 

snapping back to reality they both grab their things and head their seperate ways. Mary 

Ann continues to think about the man all day even though she should be mentally 

preparing for her speech for her conference. 
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In a big city that never sleeps, two average people were there on business. One 

of these people happened to be me. I was late getting off of the plane and had to go 

straight to a board meeting. I was in quite a hurry, and out of nowhere, It was as if my 

whole world exploded.  I ran into some man on the street. We were both a little dazed 

for a minute, then we brushed ourselves off and went on our way. He was a handsome 

man, but I was in such a hurry I hardly noticed. I then attended my board meeting and 

everything went very well. That night when I returned to my hotel room, I started to 

unpack and get ready for bed when I realized this wasn't my suit case. I must have 

accidentally switched it with that handsome man I bumped into. I had no clue how I was 

going to get it back to him, but it had to have been Fate. 
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So, I was on my way back in to work this morning. I was supposed to get in last night, 

but my flight got moved, and I had to come straight from the airport to work, lugging my 

suitcase all the way. I was running around the corner, and I ran 
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Some people think I'm weird. I bought a huge skyscraper sized house in downtown near 

the Bank building, where I worked. I work the day shift there. Yesterday while walking 

home I ran into Ms. Wiggles the night shift, shift leader. Literaly I ran into her. We 

exchanged pleasantries and eventually went home.  

Once arriving home I got ready for a wild night out. I was lucky my red dress made it out 

of the collision btw me & Ms. Wiggles. A grin came over my face. Ms Wiggles was not 

so lucky however. Her tie was very wrinkly. She was horrified! Ms. Wiggles doesn't wear 

wrinkled ties!!! She vowed revenge against me.  
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When I was 23 I took my first trip alone to New York City. I’d been there as a little girl 

with my mom and Dad and big sister Ann. We’d gone to the World’s Fair then. But here 

I was – two music degrees under my belt – and like “That Girl” dragging my one rolling 

suitcase and gawking at the skyscrapers as If I’d never seen them before.  

 While having my attention somewhere, I was not paying attention to my current 

surroundings and turn a corner a bit to briskly and I literally flattened a fellow – who 

clearly looked like my naïve counterpart. Fortunately he laughed as much as I did about 

the ‘pedestrian crash’ and we got ourselves up, dusted ourselves off and, still a little 

embarrassed, picked up our rollers and headed off without properly introducing 

ourselves or any conversation beyond the mutual apologies.  

 Once I arrived at my room at the YMCA in the Theatre District, I opened my roller 

to unpack for the 4 days I planned to be in NYC – and found I had all male clothing in 

“my” roller! Fortunately, this was just an informational quick-trip. No auditions, so no 

audition clothes or irreplaceable items in my bag. I went to Target (right there in 

Manhattan) + later my bag was sent to my address on the Delta tag + all worked out 

eventually.  
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Early in the morning, Strolling along on my way from the airport to My hotel, as I was 

turning the Corner I bumped into this girl. We both where knocked off balance and 

stumbled to the ground. I was so embarrassed because she was cute, so I rushed to 

gather my belongings and made sure she was fine and not hurt and carried on my way. 

It wasn't until Just awhile ago, right before I called you, That I went to unpack and when 

I opened my suit case It had a blouse in it. Then as I franticly searched for something 

That looked like mine...I realised that she must have had the Same Suitcase and when 

we fell we both just grabed the one closest to us and some how I ended up with hers 

and She has mine. So I know I need to findout how to give her, her Things back and 

retrive mine.  
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As I sped down the sidewalk at a brisk walk I suddenly crashed into another busy 

person rounding a street corner. This city is huge – I didn’t even recognize her.  

With the collision fresh, we both sat on the ground there, still blind to each other, 

shocked, and I without glasses.  

Like normal people, we awkwardly composed ourselves and offered flustered, 

awkward apologies to one another. Too focused on this new and unexpected 

encounter, I simply grabbed the bag which most seemed like mine at a glance (we had 

both been carrying a brief case each) 

Even more typical, I disengaged – that is, I backed off from this potentialy 

serendipidous opportunity at finding someone new and wonderful to be involved in my 

life.  

No matter – I was busy. Later that night, I got back to the hotel, looking to my 

brief case to lay out clothes For tomorrow, I found it was quite literally a brief case. 

Women’s night clothes were the first things I found.  

Look like I’ll be running to a clothier last-minute tomorrow maybe there is contact 

information somewhere.  
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I was on a business trip in chicago. I just got their. I needed to check into the hotel so 

I’m walking to the hotel and I was at the corner of the building and I collided into this 

other women. We hit our heads together and my glasses even fell off. We chit chatted 

for a little and got her name then we picked up our suitcases and I checked into my 

room. I opened my suitcase and picked up a red dress! I picked up her suitcase 

accidentally. She picked up mine. I thought it was pretty funny. good thing she’s staying 

at the same hotel and I know her name.  
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Once upon a time in large city full of cement and lack of character, I was in rather 

a hurry to get to my lacklustre job at the top of a huge high rise building. I was zooming 

around a corner and suddenly found myself dizzy on the ground opposite a very 

handsome man. We both got up and brushed ourselves off and picked up our suitcases 

which looked shockingly alike. The both of us nodded, smiled and told one another to 

have a good day, then carried on our separate ways. By the time I reached my office I 

needed to grab something from my suitcase. Opening it carefully, I gasped. It was full of 

ties and men's clothing. The man on the corner and I had accidentally grabbed 

eachother's and not our own. I shrieked with embarrassment as I knew the man would 

open the suitcase he had only to find a slinky peice of red lingerie that I intended to 

wear tonight under my dinner dress. I wished that I could run into him again and as fate 

would have it, I just might. 
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Jane was excited to be back in the city after her long trip. She could not wait to get 

home and relax. She grabbed her suitcase from under the bus and started to walk back 

to her apartment.  

John was thinking about his big meeting tomorrow while walking to his hotel. He turned 

the corner and walked right into Jane knocking them both down and mixing up their 

luggage. The both got up + composed themselves, picked up their suitcases + went 

back on their way.  

John was suprised when he got back to his hotel room + found that he did not have the 

right bag, he must have grabbed Jane’s by mistake, he was sure he didn’t pack a red 

negligé for his big meeting. Jane was horrified when she opened her bag + realized the 

strange man she bumped into in the street now had her personal items. She searched 

the bag for some way to identify him and get her things back but all she found were 

some neatly pressed suits and a man’s toiletry bag. John however had found one of her 

credit card reciepts + had already looked her up and was on his way to exchenge bags.  
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It was my tenth year working for the Chinese government. Conducting International 

Espionage paid way better than building furniture and I was able to travel for missions 

and got tons of paid vacation so things were looking and feeling food. Damn good. I had 

just completed destroying sensitive mission documents and was on my way to my 

Washington D.C. contact's meeting point. My superiors had just informed me that we 

had reason to believe that our Washington contact had gone rogue, so the plan was to 

invite her to a public area under the guise of conducting an ordinary information 

transfer, but then using my manly wiles, I was to seduce her and plant spy devices. 
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Picture this sceneiro, you are on a business trip in a city Massively bigger than where 

you are From, everything is new, new sieghts new smells, and a steady roar of hustle + 

bustle of the city. everything seems overwhelming and you cant help but to be More 

Focused on what is around you, than on the hotel you are trying to go too. all th sudden 

as round a corner you head on collide with a woman who also appears to be on a 

business trip. this was a rare kind of Bump into, th kind where you almost kind of hurt 

yourself. So you get up and help the woman up and collect your belonging after some 

appoligies + small talk you grab your bag and continue your adventure to towards 

Finding your hotel. UPon arriving at The hotel you check the Plan out, Maybe sit down 

and check out what the local channels are like, and begin to prepare For The upcoming 

Day of work in This New city.  

as you crack your suitcase open you discover that nothing in here is yours and all 

belongs to Th lady you bumped into. You have a Moment of Panic, and then realize that 

you need your suitcase badly For The next day so you can make a good impression 

and be prepared. After digging through the bag you Find Nothing to tell you where to 

find the lady, and 
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 So I was on my way to visit the big city landscape of Downtown Dallas. 

Excitement was in the air, the music of cars passing by, conversation between 

strangers, and the ridiculous man made monuments rising to the clouds like huge 

phallic statues of some sort. Presumably, these buildings had a purpose, which I knew 

little about. Although, I did often carry around an excessively large accessory, my 

oversized briefcase, which house little chards of paper and Ram Dass booklet. I carried 

it around for the same reason I carry around my glasses, just kidding I need my glasses 

to see. But that isn’t really the story I wanted to tell you about, the real plot begins when 

I was walking with an assertive confidence, a directed, focused pace of important 

swagger. During my downtown stroll, I bumped into an oncoming female. “Silly me!” 

She sang to her herself.   
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I had such an adventrous day today. I was late getting to the airport because my alarm 

clock didn't go off. As I was rushing with my suitcase to the terminal I ran into this guy. It 

was so embarrasing.  As I was leaning down to pick up my suitcase we hit heads. I was 

really dizzy from the running into eachother so I put my suitcase down to breathe. It was 

awkward because the guy looked like someone I knew. It turns out he was someone I 

use to work with. The craziest part was when I got to my hotel our suitcases got 

switched. After many calls to the airline I Finally got a hold of him. It was a long day I'm 

glad its over. 
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 I am Mary’s luggage and this is my sad tale. While I had frequent opportunities to 

demonstrate my usefulness in my time with Mary, she had a remarkable propensity of 

over-packing. Not only is the feeling of fatness brought on by such a barbaric act, most 

unenviable, but she also wielded my new hefty self with such utter clumsiness, always 

bumping me into things, that I found myself growing threat bare in places. Thus, I must 

admit that I view that day’s unfortunate events, likely brought on by Mary’s sub-par 

luggage wielding abilities, with mixed feelings. Mary, barreling along like an ape carrying 

a small boulder, found herself in a small collision with Steve and his luggage. Steve’s 

luggage turned out to be none other than my first cousin, and as the family resemblance 

is uncanny, the dim-witted humans mixed us bags up.  
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ADHD Group – Challenge Task  
 

At the age of twenty-one, many would assume that I have not had many 

challenges to face, however, I have had my fair share. While for me there seems to be 

many challenges to choose from, the one that stands out to me is one that can never 

really be dealt with, or fixed. In my third semester of college, my grandfather killed 

himself. With this action, came many others, that affected not only him, but his family as 

well. For myself, I became depressed, angry, troubled, and unmotivated to do my 

school work, much less anything else. Having said this, I find that I have been able to 

come to terms with things, that I cannot change, which has always seemed to be an 

underlying factor in many of my life's challenges.  

To deal with this action of my grandfather's, I had to find myself in order to handle 

this challenge that seems so unexpected. I had to realize that while other make 

decisions, that happen to affect me, it is ultimatly out of my control. With this knowledge, 

I have been able to come to terms with many challenges that present themselves to me. 

All I can do is hope that with belief in myself, I can continue to keep up the strength to 

know that ultimately, I am responsible for how I chose to handle any and all situations.  
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I faced a challenge when I divorced my son's father and move in with my dad and brand 

new step-mom. They had only been married for a month when I moved in. I not only 

had to learn how to live w/my parents again, but I was now a single mom. I went from 

living w/my son and my husband and paying my own bills to living w/my dad and step-

mom. My son had to adjust to living w/out his father in the same house, and sharing a 

room w/ his mom. I worked evenings and also wanted to go out after work. Then, I 

wanted to sleep til I had to get up for work. But since I had a 2 year old son, that wasn't 

possible. I finally moved after 9 months of living w/my parents and got back on my feet 

after my divorce. Once I moved into my own house, things seemed to calm down and 

my son seemed happy. After a year or so of being on my 
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I faced a challenge a few years ago when I decided to change my degree plan in 

college. I took many career aptitude tests, such as the Myers Briggs, to make sure I 

would be satisfied with the decision in the future. This decision was discussed with my 

parents, who were assisting me with financing college. The major I chose to pursue was 

engineering, which was not offered at my current college. This decision was 

complicated further because I almost had a full schlorship at my current college. 

Furthermore, the two years of courses I had already completed would not apply to an 

engineering degree plan, thus I would have at least four years of course to complete for 

a degree. Despite all the challenges, I choose to transfer to a different college and 

pursue engineering. Ultimately I decided engineering was not for me and changed back 

to a business major. 
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My greatest challange was coming to college and losing all of my freinds. The thing is 

that I am one of the rare kids that have lived in the same house all of his life. This shows 

that I have known a ton of people in my home town. That I also knew alot of people I 

would call freinds. It also ment that I had alot of support growing up when I needed it.  

It all was distrupted after graduating high school. Most of my school friends planed on 

going to colleges that where not the same as mine. So I lost them, and due to all of the 

college work I did not see my parents as much.  

I need to figure out how to get a support group or even a couple of people I call freinds. 

So I started going to study groups for studing and social interaction. This worked for first 

semestar. 
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Again, overcoming a challenge writes any number of Hollywood summer 

blockbuster hits. I believe rising up to overcome something is within human nature. We 

can be very resourceful when put in any situation. For some, overcoming challenges is 

what they see as defining their generation, whether that challenge is fighting a (just or 

unjust) war or fighting against social injustice, or standing up against an oppressive 

government.  

I'll briefly describe a personal challenge. I grew up relatively comfortable, with 

enough to eat, a loving family, etc. and it was exactly this that left me restless. To this 

day, I strive for independence from my family. This, I think is why I have no problems 

living overseas. [The challenge of writing for graduate college courses is a challenge I 

have yet to overcome.]  
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One challenge I've faced over years has been living with an extraordinarily awful sense 

of direction. I realize many people suffer with disorientation at times; getting turned 

around in a museum, having to circle the block to find the right house, or just receiving 

bad directions are common pains to everyone. Unfortunately, I seem to be unable to 

grasp the concept of direction on a whole other level. It took me a year to be able to find 

my way home from my high school with out help, mere than two years into high school I 

was still having trouble giving directions to my house to friends that lived in the same 

small city. To combat this difficulty today, the only cure I've found is my Iphone, a devise 

I keep with me at all times. The GPS on the Maps Application is magnificent. Many 

people hold their cell phones with quite high regard. I would literally be lost without 

mine. 
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I was a runaway when I was sixteen. I did not leave for reasons of trouble in my 

home life, I left to protect (as best I could) a girl and her friend who were dead set on 

running away. We hitchhiked from down town houston to San Antonio and were walking 

through the city sometime around three in the morning when a white camuro pulled up. 

The windows rolled down, smoke rolled out from the edges of the window and the driver 

asked me to come over. I kept enough distance to make me apprehension known. 

There was a knife, rather large, in my pocket, that I gripped firmly. 

  'Say, man.' The driver, rather well-built and of deep voice adressed me.   

 'How much you want for them girls?’ 

Leah and Kim, both standing close behind, started to say something. I held my 

free hand back to try and shut them up. I was pretty nervous.   'Excuse me?' I replied. I 

had heard him well enough, it really just hadn't hit me yet.  

 'How much you want fo them girls?' 
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Reflecting on the past their are many hardships that come to mind. From family 

issues, to my personal problems, and things of the nature however they all have one 

thing in common, each occurence challenged me to press harder. One of my greatest 

challenge I feel I've had to endure is not what most would think, and that is attending 

college. One would consider it the "greatest years of one's young life". However being 

ADD in college although I have accomadations is just plain difficult. I'm at a constent 

inner struggle between to take my medication or not, just despise the idea of being on 

any type of drugs. Then theres the emotional/social effects which are the hardest for me 

to deal with. Overcoming a recurring challenge especially a mental disability seems 

impossible but I've learn to not make it an excuse & strive to adjust to my new lifestyle 

and being on my own. I've only begun my journey and I feel as if I have a long way to 

go. However I'm confident in the end I will. 
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I have met many challenges in my life, but one that I have had to learn to cope 

with is managing a busy schedule. I have always had one more jobs since I was 14. I 

have also been actively dancing with a dance company since I was two years old. When 

I got in highschool, learning to manage two jobs, a full dance schedule and being a full 

time student became quite a challenge. I learned that in order to be great and 

successful at everything I was doing, I had to set a strict schedule and stick to it.  The 

out come of this was positive in the way that I learned time management, but I also 

came to find out that being that busy all the time never allowed me to have time for 

myself, which can be very important in building character, and managing stress for such 

a busy schedule.  
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Returning to school as an older student, I expected to face challenges. I knew my days 

of staying up all night studying for a test at the last minute were far behind me. Sleep is 

much more necessary these days. I expected to have to really learn things, rather than 

just commit them to short term memory. I knew I had always had more difficulty in some 

classes than others. I knew that I often completed projects at the last minute, even 

when I had every intention of beginning early. I tried to plan for these things as I began 

my classes. But I didn’t anticipate the extreme difficulty with concentration I 

experienced, especially with reading 
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I had been out of school for a semester or two after receiving my Masters degree and 

could not find a job in my field. The experience was depressing, but I remained 

determined. I expanded my search geographically and found that I could teach ESL 

abroad. In addition, I decided that going back to school for a Ph.D. would probably be 

beneficial as well. Also to make myself more competitive, a third pursuit of mine was to 

learn a foreign language that would place me ahead of competition. My resources were 

low however. I am diabetic which costs me some 2-3 thousand a year so it is very 

difficult to save money.  

So to achieve these goals and overcome my financial obstacles; I located a 

friend living abroad. She was in Taiwan working and living and I knew her from back 

here in Texas. The plan was this:  

I would spend all of 
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I faced a challenge just this past weekend when, on Saturday, we were schedule to 

have a Tech rehearsal for the current UNT Opera production the Turn of the Screw. We 

are ‘double-cast’ which means there is one full cast to perform opening night and the 

second cast, which is my cast, performs closing – April 25th at 3pm. Due to very unusual 

outside conflicts (UNT was also presenting Verdi’s Requiem the next day) the ‘first cast’ 

was to run in costume from 2:30-4:30 and my cast 4:45 – 6:45. Well, the snags in 

rehearsal made cast 1 run go overtime – so they decided to just let the Verdi singers go 

- begin Cast 2 out of order – and with half the crew now missing. It was very frustrating 

to a) not get a chance to rehearse in order of the scenes in the opera b) not get to 

rehearse entire show c) not have any communication as to which scene was going to be 

addressed next d) have the poor costume crew not be alele to rehearse our changes 

AND e) this way the 3rd rehearsal in a row to not have to conductor present for cast 2.  
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It was my senior year h high school. I broke my radial head on My Right arm, in the first 

football game of the year. I had to have seurgry and was told that I would have to sit out 

for the rest of the year, but I was determend to play. My trainer and I set up a schedual 

where I would come into her office at 5:45a.m. Monday - Friday to work on my range of 

motion.  

During forth period which was football, I would work on my strength and after School is 

when I would work on both range + strength, as well as, on conditioning. twice a week i 

would go to the Phicsical Therapy to also  work on recovery and It felt like I was working 

harder at trying to make it back on the playing field than I 
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Dealing with the challange of finding my ideal Field of study is a great example. I 

was feeling very lost when I graduated high school. I knew I was bad at Algebra and 

that was the extent of my scholarly affinity. I also knew I did well in/and enjoyed Latin. 

The gradual movement towards foreign language study started with an interest in 

linguistics. I just simply did some reasearch, took a career exploration class, and 

decided I knew what I did had to be language based. For a while before that, I was very 

daunted by all my opportunies and lack of any clear strong direction in study-field 

decision making. Choosing to study Arabic on a whim, I took a blind stab at it.  

 I now know several things – I will be working with people, I need a social job, and 

it will involve communication. I have great faith in myself to surmount my challenge 

given the right amount of time. What continues to be a challenge is my desire to move 

quickly in my studies and finding outlets to accelorate myself to better reach my goals of 

finding myself in my studies.  
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The challenge I had was training for the 8 mile race for the turkey trot on thanksgiving. It 

is a race they have every year on thanksgiving located in Dallas. I was ok at running but 

could not run for more than 3 miles. I know there was something I had to do so I could 

run for not only more than 3 miles but also almost double that. So what I did was went 

to menshealth.com and searched running marathons. It said to do intervals and said 

that I should run at a normal pace for 5 min then sprint for 30 seconds as hard as I 

could then jog then spring then jog and then run then spring so on… The intervals 

worked cause after training I could run 6 miles easily I kept training and running and 

sprinting working my legs. The day of the turkey trot I ran 8 miles and It felt great. 

Training is key to running more.  
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I was faced with the challenge to go back to school for a degree and what I 

wanted to major in. I've always been the type of person who wants to do and experience 

everything and so it was difficult for me to pinpoint a specific career choice. English has 

always been a strong point for me and as I've gotten older I have discovered that I enjoy 

reading more and enjoy children more as well -- So I focused my attention and energy 

to getting a degree in education. So far I feel excited and motivated, and that I've picked 

the right path for me. Now that I'm older school is more enjoyable and I take it much 

more seriously pushing myself to make good grades. I have about 2-2 1/2 years left 

until graduation but I am anxious to complete my degree and develop a solid career in 

teaching language Arts at the Middle school level. It's nice to finally feel a part of 

something - and to be moving closer to accomplishing a huge goal. School/college 

definately requires sacrifice that I don't think I was ready for or mature enough for after 

graduating high school, but I welcome the challenge now that I am in a much more 

secure and comfortable place in my life.  
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The most difficult challenge I ever faced was when my youngest daughter was 

diagnosed in utero with hypoplastic left heart syndrome. I was driving back to work with 

my husband after registering our new car in downtown fort worth when a girl in a Focus 

cut us off and we slammed into her. I was just over 4 months pregnant and was taken to 

the ER when my contractions didn’t stop. They performed a high definition ultra sound 

on me + found that my baby only seemed to have two of her four chambers of her heart. 

I was shortly then after contacted by a neonatologist + Thus began the worst five 

months of my life.  

 It was during this time I also lost my job and had to find a new one, my ex 

husband decided to take me to court in California because he knew I couldn’t show up 

and my father died. I was emotionally exhausted. I dealt with it the only way I think 

possible, I put my faith in God. I prayed everyday and told myself whatever His plan was 

would be the way.  

 My daughter’s heart formed a way no one had ever seen before + she didn’t 

need her 1st of 2 surgeries, I found a job I absolutely adored away from my old tyrant of 

a buss, my accident settlement paid for my back races and I was finally able to take 

solace that my father was at Peace. In the end His plan was a good one.  
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The biggest challenge of my life was on a bike ride one summer. well, it wasn't really the 

biggest challenge, but it was really difficult and painful and it all happened in one day. 

I'm just saying that because all of life is a challenge but if I said, "learning how to feed 

myself" or "working on a paper" then I wouldn't remember the details because these are 

things that happen over days and weeks and in the meantime I've been like twenty 

different versions of myself. So yeah, this bike ride all happened in one day. It was 

August in Texas in a dry little city and I had to ride 106 miles. My right knee was really 

hurting at mile 60. My right calf muscle was really hurting at mile 30. My butt was 

starting to get sore from my new saddle around mile 15. These were only minor issues. 

The real issue was telling myself to keep going, to stop thinking about the pain, to let 

another breath move through me and move my legs, move my feet another revolution, 

to keep my back strong. And this for hours and hours.... 
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I was on a 10 day cross country skiing trip in the mountains of Canada, and about 8 

days into the trip we were asked to spend a night and a day in The woods on our own, 

with nothing but the gear we had on our back. this was a very scary proposition, 

because it was very cold and there was approx. 8 Feet of snow on Th ground. I was 

taken in a secluded area and given a whistle if i had any problems. I then had to Find a 

way to make it through the night on my own. I dealt with this challenge by taking a deep 

Breath and Deciding That i wasn't going to let my fears prevent me From completing 

this solo-adventure. I started by Digging out a snow cave to sleep in so i would be 

Protected From Th wind and have some insulation To keep my body war in. th snow 

cave was about 2 Feet longer than i am tall (about 8 Feet) and about 4 Feet wide. I dug 

out a raised plat Form to put my sleeping bag on so that the heat would stay in, this 

worked because the enterance was lower than The Plat Form. Once i did this and got 

my camp set up it was night Fall and It was snowing heavily. I was very nervous about 

how i was going to make it Through The Night.  

The Next morning i woke up + Found my self snowed into this cave i had dug out, 

because it had snowed about 2 Feed over night. I Dug my self out and realized That i 

had overcome my fears and finished the experience.  
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I faced a challenge my sophomore year of college when I accidetly missed one of my 

exams in an Aging in Film + Literature class. I knew that I had no option but to pass the 

class, but that was going to be extremely difficult because the class grade was based 

on the average of 4 test scores, and one of those scores was going t be a zero. So what 

I had to do was dig deep down, face the music and spend a lot of my time in the library 

studying + writing specifically for this class (I also was taking 15 other hours, so I really 

had to manage my time properly if I was to succed and pass the class along with all the 

others.) Another thing I did to overcome my personal deficit, was 

communicating/meeting with my professor during his office hours. I had received a C on 

a paper I’d written that I thought was a really original genuine well thought out paper. 

After discussing the paper with my professor, he decided to change the grade to a B, 

and this would eventually go a long way in propelling my grade to a passing score. I 

have no doubt that it was indeed my fault in the first place to have forgotten the date of 

an exam, but it presented me with a challenge that I made the right choices in having to 

overcome.  
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The majorest challenge in my life was my parents divorce. I was 10 years old and had 

no idea their marriage was troublesome. I had a very happy childhood. My dad 

remarried within two years after the divorce. To this day I've never seen eye to eye with 

my step-mom. She used be a friend of my parents when they were married.  

She is a hard person to like because she will do anything to get someone to like 

her. I clash w/her passive agressiveness & failure of communication. I blame her for the 

relationship I don't have with my father. It's like I'm in competition w/her. My dad is a 

wonderful man & I respect his generous nature, but I don't know him on any other scale 

then "Hi how was your day"? I've dealt with this issue by being respectful to my step-

mom, but keep my distance. As for my 
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 A challenge that I have faced + continue to face is my desire to gain fluency in 

Mandarin Chinese. I have undertaken many steps in order to maximize my chances of 

obtaining my desired level of comfort with the language. During my first year of Chinese 

instruction I began to watch many Chinese films, but more importantly I began to 

explore the fascinating study of Chinese character geneaology. By gaining insight into 

the construction of Chinese characters, I have become able to understand the language 

in ways that few native speakers can. After my second semester of Chinese study, I 

undertook and English teaching expedition to china. While I necessarily had to speak 

English the majority of the time, my immersion in Chinese culture and daily interaction 

with young Chinese English bilinguals proved to be of tremendous value. I again 

travelled to China the next summer.  
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Control Group – Picture Story Task 

It was just like any other busy Monday morning. I was late to catch my flight to China 

and if being late wasnt bad enough I collided head on w/this man as I turned the corner. 

We fell to the ground & got up quickly to shake it off & be back to our ways. We picked 

up our luggage walked towards our respective gate numbers. When I got to my hotel in 

China I had to get ready to meet the clients @ 7pm so naturally here I was running late 

again. This was the least of my problems. As I opened my bag to lay out my dress, I 

realized my luggage had been switched w/that man I ran into outside the airport! There I 

was hoping to wear my delicate red dress & out came a bright yellow tie! What a 

nightmare. I took the bag down to the lobby & asked the hotel to mail it to the address 

on the tag I hope Patrick’s clothes reached him safe & sound b/c mine are still missing!!!  
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 I got off the bus this morning next to this crazy house-like building next to a 

skyscraper. I was weirded out, but decided I still needed to get to the hotel as soon as 

possible so that I could prepare for my meeting. But you know what happened? I was 

walking around the corner and all of a sudden this man runs into me! My head hurt and I 

couldn’t believe his idiocy. After we stood up and composed ourselves I realized he was 

quite good looking. I brushed my hair aside to flirt with him some. Who know if it 

worked, but I’ll get to that later. We each grabbed our suitcases, at least what we 

thought were our suitcases and walked off. But can you believe when I got to my hotel I 

saw a tie and dress shirts and pants all in my suitcase. Obviously, it’s not mine, but I 

hate to imagine what’s he’s doing with my stuff. I have no way to contact him or any way 

to see him again. I thought about waiting for him at that street corner again, but that 

would take forever and he might never show up. What do I do? Not only did I have all 

my precious clothes in there, I also had my meeting notes. I didn’t see any reason o 

bring another bag along. Which, looking back on it, I can’t imagine why. I’m such a fool.  
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You would not believe what happened this morning. I had just gotten off the 

plane & had jumped out of a cab to get to my meeting. I still had my luggage because I 

didn't have time to check-in at the hotel. Anyway, I was rushing around the corner and I 

smacked literally head-on into this guy. We both went a little cuckoo for a second. 

Anyway, we both gathered our senses and kind of laughed it off, said our apologies, 

and went our separate ways.  

  Anyhow, I get through the meeting & the rest of the day, check into my hotel & as 

I open my suitcase to get my pajamas, I realize I have that GUY'S BAG!!! Thank God I 

don't have anything valuable in my suitcase. He doesn't seem to either, but this really is 

a pain. I have an ID tag in my case, so I hope he sees it and calls my cellphone. Jeez, 

what a day. Oh, my phone's ringing now. Gotta go, I'll call ya later to tell you what 

happens. Bye. 
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I work in an one of the offices downtown, next to the apartment building. The 

building is to the left of the apartment. My name is Jill, on this particular Monday 

morning I am running late and not paying attention to where I'm going. As I turn the 

corner I knock into a gentlman; we both end up on the pavement. Neither him nor I are 

seriously injured but it takes us a second or two before we stand up. After the 

gentleman puts his glasses on & I fix my suit, we apologize proufusely, pick up our 

suitcases and go our seperate ways. I continue with my morning, performing my 

everyday routine, until I get to my office. I look in my suitcase only to see a yellow & 

purple tie! We must have switched suitcases, which means that he now has my red tank 

dress! Another thing on the agenda for today. 
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One day in New York City a man and woman were walking to their hotels when they 

were going around a corner, they accidentally bummed into eachother. They both fell 

down and lost hold of their luggage.  

 The man and women were flustered and embarrassed. The man adjusted his 

glasses and the women fixed her jacket. Despite the collision, they smiled at one 

another and gathered their bags, not realizing they each grabbed the other’s.  

 They went about their separate ways down one street, not concerned with what 

happened.  

 Upon arriving to their respective hotels, they began to unpack. First the man 

opened his bag only to realize it was no his bag! He pulled out what seemed to be a 

woman’s dress. When the woman opened the bag she had, she too realized it did not 

belong to her. She was flabbergasted to see the bag full of men’s clothes. She pulled 

out a tie in disbeliefe!  

 And unfortunitaley that’s the story of why I am wearing a tie and dress shirt as a 

women today.  
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 While on a business trip in the city, I was walking with my suitcase because I was 

running late to my meeting. When I turned a corner and ran straight into this guy who 

also had a suitcase. It actually hurt quite a lot. We ran into each other so hard that we 

ended up on the ground with our suitcase thrown about. I picked myself up and began 

straightening my suit jacket and helped the man find his glasses. We both muttered 

apologies profusively while scrambling for our luggage. Still being apologetic after we 

had fully recovered we went our separate ways and I was even more late than before 

but at least I had a bruise from the side walk to show for it.  

 After the meeting I went to my office to get my luggage and go to the hotel. But 

before I left I decided to change shoes since I was starting to get a blister from the heels 

I had worn from the airport. So I layed my suitcase down on the desk and opened the 

lid, but I couldn’t find my shoes. In fact I couldn’t find any of my clothes, these were 

men’s clothes including a strange yellow and purple stripped tie. I was mortified. 

Obviously the man, I ran into, and I had accidently grabbed the wrong suitcases, which 

means that the first thing he’ll see when he opens mine is my red silky night dress! How 

embarrassing! 
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Hi! My name is Joel. I had a very important business trip to attend in New York 

city. when I arrived at my hotel, I was very excited to go to my room and to see my 

wonderful view from my window. As I was day dreaming about my view, I bumbed into a 

woman in the hall. My glasses fell off of my face and after I realized what had 

happened, I jumped up, helped the lady up, and began to gather my bag and my 

glasses. After apologizing to the lady and handing her her suitcase, we said our 

goodbyes and both headed to our rooms. After looking at the view of the city, I realized I 

was running out of time and I needed to get to my first meeting. I opened what I thought 

was my suit case and what did I find? Clothes that were definitely NOT mine! I ran to 

the hall to look for the lady, but she was no where to be found. The only choice I had 

was to were her clothes to my meeting.  

That was a very interesting business trip, one I will never forget!  
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While I was on a business trip downtown, I ran into a minor problem. As I was leisurly 

heading to my hotel room, I didn’t see the woman rounding the corner, and we ran into 

each other. We straightened ourselves and apologized, however neither of us realized 

the mistake we had made. Our suitcases, being identical in appearance, were switched 

when we had left. They were knocked out of our hands when we collided, and we both 

picked the wrong luggage. Unfortunately, I didn’t realize this until I arrived in my room 

and began unpacking my things.  
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In the business section of a city I once walked, uninhibited, into a woman at a street 

corner. I was a bit disoriented and didn’t notice that we both used the exact same 

suitcase. Upon recovering from the collision, we mistakenly grabbed each other’s 

suitcase and went about their business.  

 Later, the I realized that I had the wrong case when I found the woman’s slip in 

what I though was my suitcase. In her office, the woman acquires first-hand knowledge 

of my god-awful taste in ties when she opens what she though was her suitcase.  
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 Bob and Sally both traveling in the big city, New York to be exact. One cool 

morning as Bob and Sally where on their way to work they crossed paths. Unfortunately 

they paths literally crossed. There was a loud “BONK” of hitting suitcases. The two 

people fell on their behinds puzzling over what had just happened for its not to often that 

one runs directly into another. It also didn’t help that they were embarrassed. “Are you 

okay?” Bob asked Sally. After kind awkward exchanges both parties recovered their 

balance & suitcases & headed back on their way. It wasn’t until hours later when Bob & 

Sally reached their hotel that they figured out a huge mistake had taken place. Sally 

ended up with Bobs suitcase & vice versa! Both were completely taken aback by what 

they pulled from the case. Bob held Sally’s night slip in embarrasment while Sally 

screamed at the sight of a mans tie. How would they ever find each other again? Sally 

and Bob had important engagements the next morning & needed their own belongings 

back immediately! 
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I was walking downtown, in the beautiful weather, and as I rounded a corner a guy 

bumped into me. We actually fell down, sending our briefcases sprawling on the 

sidewalk. I got up and duster my coat off while he fixed his glasses. We each grabbed 

our briefcases and went our separate ways. Turns out, as I discovered later at my 

office, I had accidentally picked up that strangers luggage! I can only imagine his 

reaction when he opened my luggage only to find my girly clothes inside! 
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So I’m leaving my friends loft in New York, walking to the subway just thinking about 

how I wished I had a boyfriend to enjoy this trip with me. As I’m about to turn the corner, 

I collide with this handsome man who also was carrying a suitcase. I was a bit dizzy 

from bumping heads and embrassed so I got up as quickly as possible and got my 

suitcase, smiled at the man and walked away. Well don’t you know as soon as I get to 

my hotel room and open my suitcase it turns out it was the suitcase that belonged to the 

man! As annoying as it seems to have to track down my suitcase, its also exciting 

because maybe this could be the man of my dream! I just can’t believe this sort of thing 

happened to me, and I hope he’s single too.  
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“OMG, so Linsey, I have to tell you what happened.  

“I was going to work last week, and you know I’d been trying to get that promotion, 

right? Well, the boss’s boss said I’d be a shoe-in if I put in a little more “extra,” right? So 

last week I brought the dress to work – you know, the red one. I liked that dress, darnit. 

You see, on the way to the subway I managed to bump into some tool with glasses, and 

it turns out we have similar tastes in luggage. He walked off with my bag, I walked off 

with his. So now my dress – My red dress, no less! – is probably chillin in some dweeb’s 

apartment. I don’t know, girl, from what I saw, it looks like my dress is as close to a 

woman as he’s ever gonna get.  

“Oh, what happened to my promotion? Well, I’m sure you know that I got it by now. 

Turns out my boss’s boss is a sucker for women in over-sized T-shirts – who would 

have thought? And that dork’s tie did come in handy...No! I won’t’ tell you more! Well, 

maybe after another drink. Come on, I’ll buy.” 
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I had to go to New York for a business meet. Since it was my first time I was amazing 

by its beauty. One my way to the hotel room, I bumped into a man who was coming 

from around the corner, boy did that hurt or what! Both of us got up to fix ourselves and 

when we looked down to pick up our bags we realized they we exactly alike and not 

being sure of which bag belongs to who, each of us just picked up one of the bags. 

While I was walking to my room I had a funny feeling about the bag I had picked up, so 

the first thing I did was open the it as soon as I stepped into my room and “funny 

feeling” was right! I had accidently taken his bag and he had taken mine!!! 
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Towering buildings surround me, I feel so out of place here, oh, mom if only you could 

see how big everything is here. The hustle and bustle of everything, constant movement 

and noise. It’s so much different than back at home. I guess you could say I still look like 

a tourist here, the way they says you can tell is the people walking around looking up at 

the grand buildings are tourists and the ones ‘actually’ looking where they are going 

have forgotten how amazing the city is and probably live near. Well anyway, I was being 

a tourist starring at the beautiful skyscrapers when I turned the corner and, wham, I 

smacked right into a man, we both fell but no one was really hurt. The man looked in a 

hurry as most do here so we cordially exchanged “excuse me” and off we went. I 

needed to get to the hotel so I hailed a taxi with my best whistle and was there in no 

time. I love the taxi’s here, they smell so bad but they let you move around the city 

without looking like a tourist. Once I arrived at the hotel I realized the bag in my 

possession was not my bag, It was ful of men’s clothing. Oh no, I thought, I must have 

grabbed that mans bag on the corner.  
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Last week I had to travel to New York for a business meeting at the corporate 

headquarters and you wouldn't believe what happened! I was in a bit of a rush while 

walking to my hotel room and when I came around a corner I ran straight into a woman 

in a business suit who happened to be carrying a suitcase that looked very similar to my 

own. We picked ourselves up and brushed ourselves off and continued on our separate 

ways. Well, wouldn't you know it - I got to my hotel room and opened my suitcase and 

saw an assortment of women's clothing! I was too amused and embarrassed for the 

Poor woman to even begin to think about how I could last the whole trip with only one 

suit and a ladies' negligée! 
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So as I was in my business trip in New York; I was walking down the sidewalk making 

my way to my hotel. As I cut the corner me and this other lady bumped into each other. 

We both feel to the ground and my glasses came off my face. We both composed 

ourselves and help each other up. I grabbed my suit case apologized and continued to 

make my way to my hotel. I checked into my room and made my way up to my room. I 

laid my suit case on the bed. As I opened the suitcase I grab a dress. “Wait this is not 

my suit case” I said. I realized that the lady that I bumped into on my way to the hotel 

had the same exact suit case as me. I could not stop laughing as I could imagine that 

girl opening my suitcase and realizing that she picked up the wrong suitcase.  
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Oh my gosh. So the other day I was in a hurry to get to work and I had my suitcase with 

me because I was leaving for town. As I was turning on to 5th Ave I bumped into this 

cute guy. We both dropped our suitcases and fell to the ground It was really 

embarrassing. We both look away from each other until we could get our heads straight 

from the collision. Finally, we stood up and fixed our clothes, trying to act professional 

about the happening. He said he was sorry as he grabbed his suitcase. I was so 

embarassed that I just gave a cute smile and nodded. We both just walked away. I kept 

thinking about him all day. Finally, I had to get something out of my suitcase and when I 

opened it realize that I had packed the wrong items. As I was looking at all the packed 

items, it hit me that this wasn’t my stuff. I didn’t have a yellow tie or slacks! I must have 

grabbed the wrong suitcase when I left the guy. This means that he has my suitcase. 

Oh, girl it’s so embarassing! I had packed a sexy night gown just for fun and I knew he 

has seen it. In the pocket of his slacks, I found a number and called it. It was the guy I 

ran into. We set a time to meet up and switch back. It was really embarassing. So that’s 

where I am headed now.  
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Yesterday, I was running late to go to my hotel in New York. I was walking slightly fast 

and turned the corner and ran into a man. We both had the same suitcase, so after we 

ran into each other we must have picked up the wrong suitcase because when I got to 

the hotel and opened my suitcase there was mens clothes inside. Needless to say I lost 

all my favorite outfits and gained men clothes that I have no use for. I have no way to 

contact the man to return his clothes to him. Maybe I could sell the clothes and get me 

some money to buy new outfits for me to replace my lost ones. 
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Well, it was a busy day in New York City. I was walking from the train station to the 

hotel. I was going to be staying at the next couple days. I had to come into the city and 

stay for a couple days because I had meetings back – to –back with different firms 

downtown.  

So, I was walking from the train station with my suitcase and as I rounded the corner I 

ran head first into a man who was also, as it seemed, on his way to a hotel with his 

luggage. We showed up, rightened ourselves and apologized. I grabed my suitcase and 

went on my way. When I got to my hotel and opened my suitcase I looked down to find 

that I was staring at mens clothing instead of my own. I picked up his tie and shook my 

head in distress. What was I going to do now! I would have to either go shopping or 

hope to run into him again.  
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While walking through the bustling city, a man and a woman in town for business, 

collide as they turn the corner of a large ski scraper. They fall to the ground, the man’s 

glasses fall off, and their indentical brief cases fall on top of each other. They stand up, 

readjust themselves, apologize, grab a suit case and walk off in opposite directions. 

Later, the man and women are in their respective offices and find that they have taken 

the wrong brief case. The man finds a night dress in the one he took and the woman 

finds a tie. 
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So, I had just moved to New York City from Denton after I graduated from UNT. I 

wanted to make it big in the business + was so excited to experience New York. I had 

just gotten out of a taxi + had my suitcase in my hand since I had just gotten off the 

plane from the airport. I was rushing to try + get to my hotel room because I needed to 

go change because I was meeting with some New York friends shortly.  I came fast 

around a corner and “BAM!”, I slammed right into a guy. We both hit the ground from 

the impact, I was so flustered because I didn’t see it coming but we both apologized, 

picked up out suitcases + left. So, I continued to rush to my room to change so I check 

in, run up to my room, throw my suitcase on the counter+ open it up to put my hottest 

party dress + I find men’s clothing! That dress was so expensive + now some random 

New Yorker guy has all my most expensive stuff! I just hope I see him out sometime.  
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Control Group – Challenge Task 

I think I face challanges on a daily basis in regards to school, work, sorority life, person 

life, etc. Challenges are just another aspect of our daily lives that we all come across. 

Some recent challanges that I’ve over come as the present of my sorority, Delta-

Omega-Chi have dealt more so with social relations amongst members. In any 

organization, whether it be service or social orientated, there will be disputes & 

differences between members. However it is important to not let those differences 

interfere with your organization work ethic & professionalism. Being the president of any 

organization comes w/ the unwritten requirement of being impartial. The present must 

act as a mediator between disputes amongst members but what happens when the 

present is dealing w/ being caught in the middle? I had to deal w/ such a challange. 

There was a lot of animosity between myself and 2 members. This was such an issue 

that did interfer with the workings of our organization. After careful thought I had to 

make a very hard decision of upholding my position at a higher status then my personal 

feelings. I let go of the issue & was forced to not forgive but entire forget for the 

betterment of my organization. A few weeks later those members chose to disaffiliate 

from the organization. The outcome was in my favor however the organization lost 2 

semi-active members who were dead weight in my opinion so alls well in my book.  
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I had been in High School Art for two years. I loved art with a passion that I did not think 

anyone could ruin. Boy, was I wrong. Beginning my Junior year in High School my art 

teacher left. I knew she was going, but it really didn’t sink in until I had begun my third 

year of Art classes. This new teacher was strict and treated us all as if we were 

beginner art one students. I hated it. We had to draw certain thing she wanted + I felt I 

had no creative input into her class. So I decided to drop it. Really? What a way to 

overcome a challenge, but I didn’t. I did my typical thing of running away at the 

annoyance. I always gave up too easily. I asked y principal, I went to a small school so I 

had her at fairly easy access, to transfer me to animal class. I determine animation was 

still art and would suffice. Once I transferred I met my four other classmates, in the 

midst of many other computer students, who were also taking animation. They 

encouraged me to do my best with this medium of art on a computer that I was not 

accustomed to. I became close friends with the other students and learned how to work 

hard on animation to best of my abilities. 
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My most recent challenge was deciding what I wanted to do with my life. I knew I 

wanted to go to college, and that I wanted the fulfillment of doing what I was created to 

do. The problem was that I was not sure about my goals - who I wanted to become. I 

returned to college at the age of 27, thinking I wanted to be a nurse, soon after 

enrolling, I began feeling very uneasy about my decision. I eventually reached a point 

where I was forced to take a year off from academics to decide what I was going to do. I 

spent some time evaluation my own strengths and weaknesses, and focused on my 

natural talents - what I personally knew about myself, and what others had praised me 

for over the years. I decided on an English major with a concentration in technical 

writing. I have found my niche, and have never looked back since I made my decision. 
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The biggest challenge I think I've faced is when deciding whether to transfer to 

another university. I'm a recent transfer student from Stephen F. Austin in 

Nacogdoches. While the school was great & I had good friends, something didn't feel 

right. It never felt as if I truly belonged there. My freshman year my feeling of unease 

was passed off as being a freshman. I decided to continue at SFA for my sophomore 

year. It wasn't until visiting a friend at UNT, that I realized how happy I could be with the 

college experience. OF all the life choices people are forced to make, but to me it was 

life changing. It also gave me the opportunity to not settle with things in my life I am 

unhappy with; but take the risks I feel are right to be happy.  
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 I was in a house fire two years ago and burned 30% of my body. The recovery of 

the accident was the greatest challenge I’ve ever faced in my life. I was hospitalized for 

a month. While in the hospital I experienced more pain than I ever knew existed.  

 I had skin grafts on my legs and feet. The skin was taken from my thigh and left 

me a mess. I had also burned my back, hands, and arms, so after the surgery, most of 

my body was bandaged.  

 I had splints on my hands and feed to try to prevent contraction of the skin. There 

were over 250 staples in my lower body and I was told there is no medicine that that 

fully help burned patients.  

 A physical therapist would come into my hospital room daily and make me move. 

It would hurt to simply sit in a chair because all the blood flow to my feet. They were 

used to being elevated so this pressure caused great pain.  

 By the time the month was up they had removed the staples, changed some 

bandaging on my thigh due to infection and got me walking a few feet.  

 However once I went home my body was not doing well off the feeding tube. I 

had to go back to the hospital for anemia dehydration and exhaustion.  
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When I was taking College Algebra I was very afraid I would not do well. I had always 

been bad at math. Being a language major I’m naturally more in tune with fine arts 

classes than those of math and science. But, College Algebra is a requirement to 

graduate.  

 It was a big challenge for me not to become discouraged or to give up, because I 

already had accepted the notion that I was terrible at math, but I was also determined to 

overcome and face this challenge. So, I spent many hours in the math help center on 

campus, I went to every class, and I talked to the teacher a lot. With all the effort I put in 

and through my determination I was able to get an ‘A’ in my math class, but more 

importantly I was overcame the challenge of mathematics, proved to myself that I could 

do anything I put my mind to doing, and actually learned something new.  

 It was a difficult challenge but after its completion I am grateful for having to face 

it. Instead of constently avoiding math for the rest of my life, I can now take it head on 

and accept the challenge.  
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When I first came to college, I decided to major in Interior Design. I knew this major was 

for me because in high school, I was able to shadow an Interior Designer and I got see 

all of what the job entailed. Once I got to college and started taking art classes I realized 

just how difficult this major would be I was not very good at drawing, I could not paint if it 

were to save my life, and the projects were very difficult. The classes were nothing like 

how I thought they would be and I began to dread going to class. I knew I had to change 

my major, but I was scared. I knew my family and friends were counting on me to be an 

Interior Designer and I did not want to let them down. It was such a challenge and a 

struggle within myself to come to terms with the fact that I needed to change the major 

and that I needed to tell my family. I thought it would be a big deal, but my family was so 

supportive and they helped me think of something else I was good at and that I would 

enjoy. That is how I became an English major and now I enjoy college and I look 

forward to going to class.  
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Before I moved up to Denton, I planned on commuting to UNT from my hometown of 

Fort Worth. However, my car was not in the greatest condition, and I lacked the funds to 

purchase a new one. With little working knowledge of cars, I had to start from scratch. I 

consulted various books and websites, learning the basics from self oil change to 

changing a serpentine belt, and acquired more intimate knowledge of the inner workings 

of vehicles, like the details of a combustion engine. I accepted the help of various 

friends and family members, especially my uncle, who has worked as an aircraft 

mechanic and can repair all manner of vehicles. Through self-teaching supplement with 

aide from those more experienced than me, I went from knowing next to nothing about 

automobiles to being able to keep my car in good enough working condition that I could 

make a daily commute without fear of being stranded on the highway.  
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When I was thirteen, while playing a pick-up football game with my friends, a bully 

showed up and wanted to play. This person was older, as he was held back two grades, 

and as such had more natural physical ability than I had at that time. Also, he arrived 

with his older brother who was known to have a history of violence.  

 No one challenged the older brother and he broke rules to suit himself throughout 

the game. Eventually I became fed up with the older brother’s cheating and openly 

accused him of cheating. He did not care for this. He challenged me to see if I could 

out-maneuver him; I would rush at him with the ball and see if I could get by or through 

him. At the last minute, he bullied his younger brother (my bully) to oppose me as well. 

Here, I knew I had trouble. The younger brother was reluctant but wouldn’t oppose his 

older brother.  

 I rushed at them and when the three of us met I collided with them with all of my 

anger towards them. I was braking through them when the older brother scooped my 

leg and picked me up.  
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When I was in highschool, I was a member of the cheerleading squad. The tryout 

process was different here that it is for most schools. Instead of only trying out once 

total, we had to try out once at the end of each year. This meant that being a freshman 

cheerleader did not guarantee a spot on the JV squad. Unfortunately, I was an example 

of this.  

 I was devastated when I found out I didn’t make the junior varsity squad. My fear 

was that I would have nothing to be a part of sophomore year & that I would lose some 

friends. This fortunately was proved wrong.  

 In the end of my sophomore year I felt more confident than I ever had before. I 

found my own way without having to be a cheerleader. I also learned to be an 

individual. The best part of this year was that I learned not to give up. I spent that year 

in tumbling lessons & ended up making the varsity squad both junior & senior year. This 

is one of the most important lessons I have learned as of yet. Now I know that giving up 

is the wrong thing to do. I think optimistically and try hard at what I do.  
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When I decided to transfer universities in the middle of my college career, I had to face 

some truly difficult choices that would have vast impacts on my future. Moving back to 

my homstate was a big reason in my decision to transfer yet there were a lot of 

hardships in my personal life that also prompted me to move. I had tried to deal with the 

challenges I faced while going to an out-of-state college, but in the end the best 

decision was to just come back home. I was confident in my decision because I had 

already uprooted my life before; doing it for a second time shouldn’t be that different, so 

I thought at the time. In the end, I was free to concentrate on my academics, -which I 

wasn’t able to do at my former college – and I also did not have to be so far away from 

my family. I chose to start fresh and I wasn’t  afraid because I knew it was what was 

best for me.  
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My parents are divorced, so one challenge I had to deal with was deciding who to live 

with. It was a very hard decision because I didn’t want either parent to think I loved one 

more than the other. However I was 12 y.o. at the time so my decision was also based 

on my feelings and what was going on with me at the time (particularly with school). I’ve 

lived with my mom since the divorce, which happened when I was very young, so I 

decided I could try something different with my daddy. Daddy’s house is also closer to 

my school so that influenced my decision as well. The outcome was fine. Neither of my 

parents came to the conclusion that I loved one more than the other so that was good. 

And my father was able to teach me some facts of life that maybe my mother couldn’t 

have or wouldn’t of.  
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One time, I faced a challenge. It wasn’t something that anyone other than me would 

recognize as a “challenge,” no doubt. The setting: My family had left to go to my sisters 

soccer game. I was alone in the house – or so I thought. In fact, there was on other 

resident, and he really needed to pee. That other resident was our family’s dog, Casey.  

Now, as I said before, this might to have seemed like a challenge for anyone else. A 

relatively simple procedure (let the dog out of the cage, let the dog outside to pee) was 

the only thing I had to accomplish. Unfortunately For me, I have a phobia of dogs. 

Crying, shaking, - both symptoms I experience whenever I get close to man’s best 

friend.  

That said, I’m not evil. I knew that, regardless of my irrational fear For Casey, the dog 

would never hurt me. And he was whining quite pitifully by this point, I might add. So, 

here’s how I faced my challenge: Very slowly, I opened the backdoor. Using my shoe, I 

moved Casey’s cage so that he was facing the door. I told him to sit. He sat very slowly, 

I opened his cage.  
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There are many challenges that I faced as I was growing up, because of the amount of 

time I traveled. I have attended 7 different schools before starting high school. During 

that time my biggest challenge I would say was to blend in with new students + adapt a 

new environment. My parents were my biggest support, they helped me through my 

toughest times, they would step in and be my friend when I felt lonely, they would help 

me meet new people and adapt to a new environment everytime. Besides making 

friends and blending in, I think I had a hard time in school because of the different 

learning styles, and different languages. I faced all those challenges with the help of my 

family. I wouldn’t say that moving countries so much is the wost thing, but its not the 

best either. All I know that if we hadn’t moved so much, I wouldn’t have been so close to 

my parents and so diversed and multicultured. The outcome was good after all. 
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Work and school can be a challenge in itself, but a specific challenge involving school is 

what I recall most readily. The challenge stems from a paper about modern dystopia 

literature and how the setting creates and controls the readers imagination. I worked on 

the paper for days and days and finally decided to e-mail my professor to get a little 

feedback. It was a massacre “unfocused, confusing, pace, pace, pace, “The screen in 

front of me had turned into a screen be from a horror movie, dripping in read comments. 

This was actuall two days before the paper was due, so I gave up my shift at work and 

started to mop up what remained of my paper. Working through the night I completed 

my essay. Again to make sure that I was sitting in the ballpark I e-mailed my professor, 

this time it wasn’t such a blood bath but my room backlit by my computer screen did 

glow led like one of the those joints in Amsterdam. At this point I felt so defeated I was 

like “Fxxx” it. I tried to get sleep but was haunted by the red citations floating around my 

paper.  
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I enjoy jogging regularly and have been doing so for the past four years. a 

challenge I face nearly every year is ceasing my usual workout schedule during 

Christmas vacation because I am out of town for the majority of the break. I have tried 

various methods for reinstating my regular jogging schedule, some which have been 

successful and others that have not worked as well. for example, stepping onto a 

treadmill and jogging three miles after having neglected my exercise routine for a month 

lead only to sore legs and avoiding the gym for a week. However, I have found that 

forcing myself to slowly get back on the horse works much better and I am much more 

likely to begin regular exercise again when I begin in that manner. I used trial and error 

to determine the best personal method for me to use when overcoming a temporary 

lapse in my exercise schedule. I have been neglecting my schedule of working out this 

semester due to job demands, so I will soon be employing this method again! 
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When I was a child Spanish was my native language. Transiting from Spanish to the 

English language was a challenge. The presistant motivation to learn English and the 

dedication of my teachers where factors on overcoming my language barrier. The most 

important factor on how I over came my language barrier was self-dedication. I 

remember sitting at home thinking of ways to better help me transition languages. I 

recall using my fingers as I read to correctly pronounce words. Slowing my reading 

speed for comprehension and making connections between English and Spanish to 

better understand what I was learning. All these ways supported with the interaction 

between my twin sister and I. As we both struggled together to become bilingual. We 

where our supporting pillars to over come the challenge of learning a new language 

especially as children.  
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I faced a challenge about a year ago dealing with my two jobs. My first job I had been 

with for 3 years and the second job I had been with for a year. The first job was located 

in Dallas, gave me more income, and I was extremely comfortable with the atmosphere. 

My challenge was that I lived in Denton and my second job was on campus. With much 

though, I finally decided that I had to quit my job in Dallas. I weighed the pros and cons 

for each job before doing so. The drive and stress of the Dallas job is what made the 

decision finals.  I have been away from my Dallas job for a year now and I miss it 

terribly. I have so much stress at my second job, but I do have more free time. I am not 

exactly happy that I quit, but I have more time to study. This challenge has affected me 

the most out of all the challenges I have faced within the past 5 years. It was a personal 

challenge, but I am glad that I am able to resolve these challenges on my own. 
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When I was 7 years old I wanted to ride my bike without training wheels. The challenge 

made me determined to ride my bike without training wheels.  Everyday I would go in 

the garage and try to ride my bike around with no training wheels. I thought it was going 

to be easy, boy was I wrong. I would spend hours practicing. I would begin to ride then 

would fall. This process went on for about two weeks. During all my practices I would 

never lose hope. Finally the day came when I got on my bike to ride around my garage, 

this time though I did not fall but continued to ride around. After all That practice I was 

able to accomplish my goal. No matter how big a challenge might seem it's important to 

always be positive and never lose hope. Anything you set your mind to can be 

accomplished. It might take longer than planned but if you never give up home it can be 

achieved. 
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One of the biggest challenges that I have faced is learning how to express myself when 

I am in a position of authority. I am naturally I shy and quiet person, but at the same 

time outgoing, therefore I tend to be placed in positions of authority in the clubs or 

organization I join.  

 The biggest challenged I have faced dealing with this issue was when I was 

elected Senior Drummajor of my high school marching band. This was very difficult for 

me in the fact that I was going to have to assert myself quit strongly upon other people. 

But I recognized the challenge and went about so loving it. First I talked to the past two 

Drummajors of the band and asked what they did in particular situations. I then 

practiced with my friend who were band members.  

This is the best time that I can remember that really taught me how to stick up and 

express myself. I became a respected Drummajor.  
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 My mother had a drinking problem throughout my high school years. My father 

was out of town most the time for his job and the stress from raising three kids on top of 

heavy drinking finally cause her to have a breakdown. She got really upset with me for 

not helping my brother and made a snide comment about how I didn’t care about him. I 

got really angry because I love my brother more than anything in the word. They yelling 

escaladed and she got violent. My brother and I tried to go to my aunt’s house and 

eventually, after a long struggle, did. For the next 2 months I didn’t stay at my home but 

with my aunt as did my brother and sister while my dad was out of town during the work 

week. On weekends when we went home, we had to ignore my mother’s comments 

about not loving us or wanting us around, or her disappearing altogether. This was 

especially horrible time for. To help myself deal with this abandonment, I studied hard 

and made the best grades of my life. Plus, the classes were all AP aside from my art 

class. I utilized my family, aside from my mom, to come to terms with her alcoholism 

and find a place where I could feel comfortable with my-self without her love. Since high 

school, she has done a 180 in terms of our relationship and has become the mom I had 

always hoped for.  
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In my life I have faced many challenges. But, I would have to say the most challenging 

situation in my life would be failing out of college. I transfered here to UNT when I was 

19 years old from a community college in Banks when I was done getting all my core 

credits. College life was very distracting with all the parties and freedom. I even had 

found a new boyfriend. All those things combined resulted in poor grades + ultimately 

ended up with my suspension from the university. I didn’t really care at the time but 

when I felt left behind by all my friends I had to re-enrol + make excellent grades + have 

a packed schedule of classes to catch up. Most of my friends have graduated + I still 

have a year + a half left but I am determined to finish because I know I am fully capable 

of doing so. That is why I want to be a teacher, to encourage children to keep trying 

even if they might have failed a time before. I have raised my GPA from 1.08 to a 2.5 + 

it was very hard work + took lots of dedicate + time. 
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